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CATALOGUE OF THE SILVA CASTRO
COLLECTION
by
AARE

MõRNER

The so-called SILVA CASTRO Collection of older Brazilian ethnography, now kept in the Ethnographical Museum of Stockholm, carne
into Swedish possession during the years 1865-69 as a donation to
the Royal Academy of Science by the Brazilian physician and natural
science researcher Dr. F'RANcisco DA SILVA CASTRO. A similar collection from Dr. DA SILVA CASTRO is located in the Ethnographical
Museum of Oslo University.
This latter donation seems to have been the result of desires
once expressed by Mr. L. K. DAA, at that time energetic director
of the Oslo Museum. ln this connection the N orwegian-Swedish
consul at Rio de Janeiro, Mr. AKERBLON, writes to DAA under the
date September 5, 1864: "Getting together a worthwhile ethnographical collection of Indian specimens is possible only in northern Brazil.
So I availed myself of an opportunity to question Dr. FRANCISCO
DA SILVA CASTRO, eminent Brazilian physician and natural scientist,
regarding the possi.bility of collecting Indian artifacts in the Ainazon
region, and their prices. He then declared his willingness to present
as a gift to Christiania University a rich collection, a catalogue of
which I take the liberty of forwarding in a Swedish translation."

-

Very likely Mr. AKERBLOM made a similar request on behalf
of t},_e Swedish Royal Academy of Science. The shipments to Sweden,
besides ethnography, also comprised collections of botanical, zoological,
and mineralogical interest, now kept in the Museum of Natural
Science.
·
Dr. DA SILVA CASTRO was also in personal contact by means
of correspondence with the then President of tbe Royal Academy of
Science, Dr. MAGNUS H uss, sending him together with the scientific
collection even cigars and tobacco, as apparent from h1s specifications
of the contents of each packing case. He contributed a number of
articles to various scientific publications. For his generosity towards
Swedish scientific institutions Dr. DA SILVA CASTRO received the
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Knight's insignia of the Order of the Polar Star and the Berzelius
Meda! in Silver of the Royal Academy of Science. He was also elected
an honorary member of the Swedish Medical Society.
Insofar as concerns its composition, the SILVA CASTRO collection
does not seem to have been prompted by scientific considerations.
Presumably, instead of being assembled personally by Dr. DA SILVA
CASTRO on the spot, it wa'3 acquired as result of purchases. The
ma.jority of specimens derive from those areas of the Amazon region
which around the middle of the 19th Century were relatively easy
of access or situated along the trade routes then opened up. The
selection was mostly determined by the curiosity value of the specimens.
At the time the collections arrived in Sweden an establishment
suitable for their proper care was still lacking. Such an institution
did not materialize until 1900 by the inauguration of an Ethnographical
Section in the Royal Museum of Natural Science. Meanwhile, however,
some of the most peTishable specimens, notably plumage creations,
were irreparably damaged by moths.
The collections were accompanied by a list of specimens signed
by Dr. DA SILVA CASTRO and translated into Swedish, now only
fragmentarily preserved. This list w·a s used to some extent as basis
for the catalogue compiled by the Museum early this century. This
catalogue is rather superficial while even revealing a number of
palpable inaccuracies.
When compiling this new catalogue no attention was given to
its predecessor. For the sake of completeness, however, such data
as names of tribes ànd localities as well as notes on the uses of the
specimens were taken from Dr. DA SILVA CAsTRo's own specifications
for inclusion as a supplement.
The present catalogue consists of a list both of such specimens
concerning which it has been possible to verify their place of origin
by comparison with other museal collections plus data from the
literature, and such whose provenience has been impossible of verification, or insufficiently so. The first section is arranged mainly
according to Indian tribes, occasionally however according to rivers.
It is hoped gradually to uncover additional data shedding light on
those parts of 'the collection whose origin has proved impossible of
establishing.
CATALOGUE
ARCHAELOGY:

1. Statuette oj Burnt Clay - Female figure, Sem. high, with remains of white
paint. Head hollow with three small round holes, two behind the ears,
one atop the pate. Back of the .head the figure has a small horizontal
roll with holes drilled from both sides without, however, going right
through possibly an intended or completed hanging <levice. The figure
is lifting its hands to its mouth. The lower portion of its body seems to
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have been crescent-shaped but the legs are knocked off. It shows much
resemblance to the statuette in Fig. 40 in Palmatary's "Tapajo Pottery"
which, however, hold_s its arms in another position. The place of discovery
of this latter figure, Lago Grande da Villa Franca, is conceivably correct
also with regard to our stat uette.
See Palmatary: Tapajo Pottery.
ETHNOGRAPHY:
MUNDURUCU:

2. H ead Trophy - The head has been dtied, eye hollows filled with black
resin in each of which have been placed t\vo rodent's teeth. Gotto.n tufts
in the ears. Cotton fringes and a carrying cord hang out of the mouth.
The head reveals painting or tattooing in the form of a hlue-black
rectangle around the mouth. The whole anterior of the head is closeshaven, the rest of the hair approximately 30 cm. long whiie a circular
spot of hair has been left on the f orehead.
According to J. Barbosa Rodrigue~" otherwise u.nreliable data in "Revista
da Exposíção", p. 39, the term for this sort of head trophy is pariuá-á.
Thl;l characterist ic hairdress on thls head is found among the M undurucu
and others, \vhile the tattooing points to a member of the Apiacá tribe
(Florence, ili. Jovem Apiaca).
"At the age of 14, the tattooing was complete.d with a rectangel around
the mouth, a symbol indicating that the wearer could eat human flesh"
(fISAI III, p. 316). "Early sources recount no hostilities between the Mundurucu and the Apiacá, but the former told Gone. Tocantins in 1875 that they
had been warring against the Apiacá since before 1789. Tocantins (1877)
also says that the Mun.iluruc:u pursued the Apiàca in the middle of the
last Centui·y. . . 'fhese data are quite uncertain" (HSAI III, p. 318). In
Dr. da Silva Castro's personally written list the following note is found:
"241 - Hum craneo, ou cabeça embalsamada seg do o processo dos gentios,
a qual servia como de tropheo de guerra entre elles. Pertencia a hum indivíduo da tribu dos Aráras, aprizionado em combate no rio Tapajos por
outros da tribu dos )}funduritcus em o anuo de 1866".
3. Head Trophy. - The head has been dried. One eyesocket filled with black
resin in which two rodent's incisors are inserted. Cotton tufts with red
and biack feathers in the ears. Out of the mouth hang cotton fringes and
a carry sling. Tat tooed dark lines on cheek and radially extending fro1n
the eyes. The forehead close-shaven, the. remaining hair approximatively
30 cm. long while a circular spot of· hair is left on the forehead.
According to Dr. Stig Rydén the head has belonged to a Cayap6-indian.
This head...;t rophy is deposed at the Gothenburg Museum of Ethnography.
4. lfead Trophy. -In particularly poor condition, apparently without tattoing.
Dr. da Silva Castro: "15 - Huma cabeça de gentia cla tribu - paráuárity
ou parátintin morta em Setbro de 1867 em combate pelos índios mundurucus".
5. Headwear. - Plaited cotton cap entirely covered by tied-on small multicoloured parrot feathers. Its rear half is edged below with somewhat
longer yellow feathers. Above the ears on each side hang three 10 cm.
long cotton strings adorned wíth outermost black, but otherwise red small
feathers. F:rom the rear side hang àown, one on top of the other, two layers
of mutually tied together red-blue arara tail feathers. To the top end of
each feather are affixed four small black feathers. A picture of a similar
cap is fo-qnd in Spix and Martius, and others. "Aquiriaá", accordi.ng to
Barbosa Rodrigues.
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6. B undle of Feather Cords, Red and Black. - The sm.all feathers are tied with
fiber thread on cotton strings to a length of 80-85 cm. The bundle consists
of six pairs of cords of which three are black and three red. ln each case
the cords end with black feathers.
See Spix and Martius, Campana, and others.
7. Ditto. - The bundle is divided into two parts of five cords each, three
red and two black.
8. H ead Ornament. - A woven cotton ribbon, 6 cm. wide, is covered with
small black feathers tied together, to the front in the centre however with
yellow and red ones in three vertical strips. Above the ears rests of human
hair tufts similarly tied tightly together. From the sides and the back
hang closely tied yellow, red and blue feathers, in front shorter, at the back
longer, their tie spots concealed by small black feathers. In the back centre
are. affixed six feather cords 65 cm. long (four red with black tops, and two
black). Exactly this type of head ornament has not been possibie of verifying but the feather cords are of clear Mundurucu origin.
9. Ornamental B elt. - A frame of woven cotton ribbon, (64 by 4 cm.) with
three 22 cm. long cotton strin1?;s in each end, is covered with down so closely
tied on that it suggests fur. From the middle hang four 62 cm. long feather
string,3 ending with black tuft;.s. A ~reyish white feather rosette conceals
the tie spot itself. On both sides, 18 cm. from the middle, yellow feather
roset tes hold four 10 cm. long st rings of the sarne t~e as the long ones
in t he middle. From one bundle extends also a short (8 cm.) cotton string
with eight small animal hoofs to serve as rattle accompaniment at the
dance. An almost identical specimen is pictured by Campana, fig. 8.
10 . Ornamental Belt. - A narrow cot ton ribbon (66 by 2 cm.) forms the
foundation for closely tied-on black feathers. F rom a red feather rosette
about 15 cm. f rom each end hang three respectivelv four short black-and-red
feather strings. This cotton ribbon ends in 20 and 13 cm. long strings with
which it was tied around the waist. One of them is adorned with a large
rosette of different kinds of plumes, mostly red.
See""'Campana.
11. A rm Ornaments (1 Pair). - Cotton ribbon, 21 by 3 ..5 cm., at each end
turning into two 20-22 cm. long strings. The entire ribhon is covered by
closely tied-on black down, in the middle however by a vertical strip of
brown ditto. On the lower edge four multicoloured feather rosettes of
which three form the starting point for each a. pa.ir of red-black 10 cm.
long feat her strings ending in black and white tufts. From the fourth hang,
on the one hand, four 47 cm. long red-and-blue and red-and-yellow feather
strings with black and white end tufts, on the other, f our long red-yellowblue plumes with small black top feathers. This ornament's counterpart
for the other arm is made the other way about.
Almost similar specimens are illustrated in Campana.

12. Arm or Leg Ornament (1 Pair). - Cotton ribbon (21 by 3 cm.) with strings
at ea0h end. Entirely covered with short black feathers, in the middle
however a narrow transverse strip of red dittos. In the lower edge of this
strip a little multicoloured feather rosette. From a similar one near one
end of the ribbon hang four 13 cm. long bla.ck-red feather strings with
red end""tufts.
See~·campana.

13 . Arm Ornament (1 Pair). - Cotton ribbon (20 by 2 cm.) covered by black
down, with about 25 cm. long strings at the ends. From one end hang
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five (on the second specimen six) short (10 cm.) black-and-red feather
strings.
See Campana, also Revista da Exposição Anthropologica, p. 28.
14. Arm Ornament (1 Pair). - Frame of cotton ribbon (12 by 2 cm.) with
17 cm. Iong strings. Covered by brown-bla.ck feathers with a transverse
red strip in the middle. At one end four very short red feather strings with
black end feathers.
See Campana.
15. Ditto. - Of simpler make.
16. Arm or Leg Ornament (1 Pair). - Cotton ribbon (19 by 2 cm.) covered
by black down. Both strings (18 cm.) carry a red feather rosette 8 cm.
from the ribbon itself.
See Campana.
17. Arm Ornament (1 Pair). - Cotton ribbon (16by1.5 cm.) covered by black
down, at both ends some small red feathers. The strings (20 cm.) have a
little red feather rosette 11 cm. from the ribbon.
See Campana.
18. Arm or Leg Ornament (1 Pair). - A rather coarse cotton cord, the ends
of which hang free and are intended to be used for tying on the ornament,
is about 23 cm. long and covercd by closely tied on small black feathers
covering each other like sca]es. Resined fibre thread has been used for the
tying-ón which is done so tightly that the cotton cord itself is invisible
and stiff. At one end there is a large black-red feather rosette with some
single blue and yellow feathers.
See Campana.
19. Ditto. - Of simpler make. The rosette is small and consists exclusively
of smalI red feathers.
20. Feather Sceptre. - The frame consista of a heavy reed tube the nether
end of which is free and forms the handle. On its upper part has been made,
from resin and bits of bamboo, a heavier cylinder (about 3.5 cm. in diameter)
entirely covered by short feathers very tightly and evenly tied on with
vegetabilian fibres and forming differently coloured sections. ln the cylinder's
edge are inserted five longered arara tail feathers, each with a little red
feather bow a bit from the top. Length of the sceptre 72 cm.
These sceptres have been used at dances and other festival occasions. They
are often pictured as characteristic of the Mundurucu, see for instance
Spix-Martius plate "Visit among the Mundurucu", etc. However, similar
specimens are a.Iso found among the Apiaca (HSAI III, p. 314). "Putá",
according to Barbosa Rodrigues.
R . M. 1083 - Brazil at lca-Yapuá and Tocantin.
21 . Ditto. - Short red and yellow feathers. The Iong arara tail feathers are
here blue with yellow inner side and have small red feathers in the top
rosette. Length 68 cm., handle 13 cm.
R . M. 1095 - Mundurucu.
22 . Container to Above. - Simple unworked hollow bamboo trunk 88 cm.
long, diameters 5.5 respectively 4 cm.
Campana mentions a similar specimen, p. 182. ln Oslo Museum (No. 2167)
there is an appa.rently identical container though there attributed to the
Apinayes.
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23. Belt. - Of brown cotton yarn, woven in one piece 9.5 cm. wide and
130 cm. long. A border of dark-brown down is fastened with large stiches
to the upper edge. ln the centre of it there is a large rosette of multicoloured
parrot feathers. The manner of making the downy border and the rosette
is typical of the Mundurucu. The use of these "belts" is not fully clear.
However, they plainly reveal signs of having been used. As belts around
the waist they are too wide. Possibly they could have served as baby slings.
R. M. 1308 - Mundurucu.
24. Ditto. -

R. M. 1308.

25. Belt with Human Teeth. - ln short strings threaded with five small glass
beads (white and blue) hang, from the nether edge of a patterned woven
cotton ribbon (5 by 42 cm.) with fringes 22 cm. long at the ends, 31 human
teeth. These have a tiny drilled hole in the extremest root end through
which the strings are drawn. One tooth provisionally fastened, possibly
later in the Museum.
In HSAI III, p. 282, is pictured an almost identical belt. A lengthy description
of this belt and its ceremonial significance is given by Barbosa Rodrigues
in Revista da Exposição Anthropologica, p. 45. See also Campana, p. 182.
26. Ditto. - Ribbon 47 by 4.5 cm., 33 teeth, one added later and possibly
belonging to the above. Beads dark-green and white. Fringes 28 cm.
,.,.

••

27. Trumpet. - Of hardwood, 44 cm. long, consisting of two halves with
the blowhole (2.5 hy 1.3 cm.) on one side. The trumpet is oval-shaped at
its mouth, outer diameters 5.9 respectively 5 cm., inner 2.7 respectively
2.4 cm. The narrow end round (diameter 2 cm.). It is two halves are fastened with resin and strengthened in six places with strips of plaited palm
fibres, also with a smooth fibre strip, just below the bl.o whole with cotton
thread and above this with a thicker cotton string whi.ch continues in a .
carrying cord 30 cm. long. The trumpet is ornan1ented with tied-on small
feathers forming first a black ring and then four alternately blue and yellow
rings.
A similar trumpet, but without feather ornamentation, is illustrated in Revista..
da Exposição Anthropologica, p. 46, where Rodrigues says that it belonged
to the Mundurucu under the name "oufuá", and was used at certain festivala.
See also HSAI III, p. 280, concerning the sacral trumpets.
28. Ditto. - Of wood, consisting of two halves pasted together and strengthened by a bark fibre ribbon in the centre and two plaited rings of bark
fibre strips somewhat further down. The tr.umpet, which at two-thirdsof its length topward has a diameter of 3.5 cm., expands considerably in
its nether onethird in the form of two cones placed with their bases against
each other, the lower of which is somewhat bent in. Its largest diameter
is then 11 cm. The trumpet's mouth has a diameter of 5.5 cm. The blowhole·
is at the side, 10 cm. from the upper end, and square (1.7 by 3.2 cm.). The·
upper end has a small extruding edge and below this is thickly wound around
with cotton yarn.
Length: 137 c1n.
A trumpet of very similar type is illustrated in the British Museum Handbook
1925, fig. 290, and the sarne in Izikowitz, fig. 99. The latter also mentions.
our trumpet on p. 246. Cf. also Métraux, Civilisation Materielle, p. 219,
note 4 b. According to Osculati, p. 275, pi. XIII, fig. 2 and pi. XV, fig. 8,
from Anckuteres on Rio Napo.
29. Trumpet. - Of two halves put together with biack resin and strengthened
in three places by cotton yarn wound around. The trumpet, of which the-
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narrow end hM a diameter of about 2 cm., widens evenly and hM a diameter
at its mouth of about 7.5 cm. It h88 a square (1.2 by 2.2 cm.) blowhole on
the side, 2.5 cm. from its upper end. There is also an oval hole entering
from the upper end but it seems as if this were intended to be st,opped since
there are remains of resin on its edges. For the rest this trumpet is crudely
made and the wood is not polished. It looks like a poor replica of No. 27.
Length: 47.5 cm.
R. M. 1312 - Parentintin.

...

30. Ditto. - In type similar to the above. Strengthened in eight places by
plaited rings of bark fibre and rotang and in two places by 3-4 cm. wide
rotang bindings. Diameter at the narrow end 3. 7 cm., at the mouth about
15 cm. The b1owhole (2 by 3.8 cm.) on the side is plugged with black resin
a.nd 4.5 cm. from the narrow end which lacks any bole.
Length: 172 cm.
Illustrated in Nordenskiõld. Ethnol. St. 2, fig. 37 D.
31. Ditto. - Length 183 cm., dia.meter 4 respectively 16 cm., blowhole 2.2
by 4.5 cm. and 8.5 cm. from the upper end.
T hese five trumpets, in spite of their varying sizes, are all of the sarne type.
Characteristic of the three latter are their sirnple and careless making that
won't stand comparison with the two preceding. The Ethnographical
Museum in Leiden own an old wooden trumpet, beautifully carved, and
of the sarne type as the above mentioned. It is originally stated as coming
from the Mundurucu. Of these trumpets I zikowitz says, p. 220: "The
distribution of these wooden trumpets (made of two longitudinal wooden
halves) is interesting in that they only occur among the Apinaye, at the
mouth of the Amazon river, among the Mundurucu, Yuruna., Anckuteres,
....... , i. e. mainly around the Amazon river. They are all sideblown
and usually have a defini te bell of either conic or double-conic shape".
32. Show Spear. - Of heavy wood with bamboo head. The bamboo head
is semi-üircular in cross section with a painted black design on the inner
side and is bluntly pointed. The head is fastened to the spear with woundaround cotton yarn in patterns. At the cotton winding are fastened on
both sides of the point two small black feather bunches and where it ends
there has been tied a ring of short yellow feathers around the spear as well
as four long red arara tail feathers, each with its black top knot. The spear
is tapering backwards.
Length 157 cm., bamboo head about 35 cm.
See Hoerschelmann, p. 78.
33. Ditto. - The long arara tail feathers are in their entire length tied to the
spear wit h a string running in a spiral.
Length 165 cm., bamboo head 35 cm.

34. Ditto. - Length 167 cm., bamboo head 33 cm.
35. Ditto. - L ength 156 cm., bamboo head 34 cm.

..

-

MAuÉ:
36. Wicker Container. - "Glove" for the a nt test. In black-and-white pattern
with oval-shaped tube-like mouth and flatter tapering lower part. A 2 cm.
broad ribbon of plaited paim leaves runs along the edge of the oval mouth
as weil as the "glove's" lower part where it expands into a freely standing
sort of horn on either side. The wicker is lined with a loosely woven net
of palro fibres. A thick bunch of palm leaves cut into strips is tied loosely
to the "glove's" narrow end.
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Length 77 cm., width over the "horns" 40 cm., width below the mouth
12.5 cm., mouth's diameter 12 and 7 cm.
See below.
37. Ditto. - Other type. Consists of two nearly oval-shaped halves which
are loosely tied together at the sides. The ornamental borders follow the
contour and forro two circles on either side. Limed with fibre netting
similar to preceding. Below a multicoloured feather bunch fastened with
fibre string.
I,ength 73 cm., maximum width 31 cm.
See below.
38. Ditto. - Of much simpler make. Consists of two almost rectangular
frames of palm Ieave strips edged with a border like preceding which here
also forms the hanclle. Besides at the handle, the frames are tied together
with cotton yarn in two places.
I.,ength 58 cm., width 15 cm.
These so-calied "gloves for the ant t.est" have been the subject of wideiy
divergent i nterpreta~ions. H erndon, who personally has brought home such
specimens, states the following (Expl. I , p. 319): "An Indian is not a renowned Mauhé and cannot take a wife until he has passed his arms at least
ten t ime through long stalks of the palm tree filled intentionally with large,
venomous ants". Barbosa Rodrigues, who seems to have attended an ant
test festivity, denies it the character of a marriageable's test. It was held
for the purposc of selecting brave warriors and as deterrent example for
the Mundurucu. The young males were subjected to seven different tests.
For the fi rst three was used "sary", the smallest "glove", in \Vhich the
patient only inserted his hand. For the next three "sarypin", intended
for the entire arm, was employed. In both of these the ants had been squeezed
into the wicker. In the seventh and most trying test it was a question of
putting one's hand into a "glove" - "yaperepe" - fitled with loose-running angered ants. If compared with the poor reproductions on p. 10 in
Rev. da Exp. Anthrop. it might be possible to draw parallels between
"sary" and No. 38, possibly also between "sary-pin" and No. 36.
In Got,henburg's museum there are some similar but smaller specimens
(No. 23.10.645-646) which, according to Nimuendajú, who procured them,
were said to have been used as invigorating remedies for ailing children
(Brasilianska Indianer i F orntid och Nutid. Gothenburg 1925, p. 12).
See also HSAI III, p. 250. Dr. Silva Castro: "193 - Instrumento, de que
se servem os índios nos dias de noivados, para experimentarem o valor
dos noivos, obrigando-os a metter o braço nu dentro daquelle tubo de palha
cheio de grandes formigas pretas (tocanuera), venenosas, as quaes dão
ferroadas taes, que cauzão febres por muitos dias." Our specimens are
pictured in Ratzel, p. 572.
39. Dance Rattles (1 Pair). - To a cotton string about 22 cm. long is tied a
narrow cotton net, only a few meshes wide, to the lower edge of which are
fastened with fibre string 29 respectively 30 empty fruit shells with an
oval-shaped opening below and two cut-in notches on either side.
See G. M. 23.10.647 - Dance rattle for tying under the right knee at the
ant test. Reproduced by Izikowitz, fig. 11 and fig. 14.
40 . Dance Belt. - On a cord of15-strand coarse cotton yarn reinforced by 12
fine hard-twinned strings are fastened 49 empty fruit shells with the sarne

'
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sort of yarn. The yarn forms a series of eyelets from which hang in double
yarn strings alternatively one and two empty fruit shells. The shells are
treated as in t he preceding but six of them have in addition a circular drilled
hole in one side.
Waist string's length 106 cm. of which t he rattles on a length of 28 cm.
Parica Snufj-taking Set
See H erndon, Expl. I, p. 314: "The Indian (Mauhé) afterwards took his
parica. He beat, in a mortar of sapucaia, a piece of hard paste, 'vhich is
kept in a box 1nade of shell; poured this pulverized powder upon a dish
presented by another Indfan, and with a long pencil of hairs of the tamanclua
bandeira, he spread it evenly without touching it with his fingers; then
taking pipes joined together, made of the quills of t he gavião real (royal
eagle) and, placing it under his nose, he snuffed up with a strong inspiration
all t he powder contained in the plate."

41 . Storing Box oj a Large Shell. - Tbe opening is plugged with a piece of
shell and tightened with resin. ln the pointed end is similarly fastened
with resin a drilled-through fruit shell in which is inserted a wooden plug.
l\1aximum length of the shell 12 cm.
42. Afortar. - A lengthwic;;e halved very hard fruit shell (sapucaia ?). Length
12 cm., depth about 5 cm.
43. P estle. - Round staff of hard wood 25 cm. long, in the forro of a spade.
The blade is 7 by 3. 7 by 1 cm. The handle is round with a diameter of
2.2 cm .
Of dark wood with carved-in geometrical ornaments
filled with a white pigment. The plate consists of a handle with a broader
blade and ,is cut in one piece. The blade is 10.3 by 12 cm. in size and somewhat convex on the under side, maximum thickness 1.3 cm. In the centre
of the blade there is a square indentation 7.9 by 3.5 by 0.4 cm. 1'he handle
is 19 cm. Jong and 5 cm. broad in the middle and with a square top.
Cf. Hoerschelmann, fig. 33.

44. Parica Plate. -

45. Pencil oj Ant-bear Hair. -A 30 cm. bamboo tube wit.h a 2 cm. diamet€r
serves as t he hollow handle for a bunch of loosely inserted ant-bear hair
22 cm. long.
·
46. Snuff T ube. - Two approximately 35 cm. long and somewhat bent arm
bones of a coati monkey ( ?) are tied together wit h fibre string. The tying
place (about 8 cm. long) is strengthened on either side with a small flat
piece of wood. One end of this double snuff tube is fitted with two black
seed shells fastened with resin and intended to be inserted in the nostrils.
Cfr. Hoe:rschelmann, fig. 34.
R. M. 1014a. - Ticuna or Mauhé.
47. Ditw. - One of the tubes contains a black íeather about 26 cm. long
which is inserted loosely and apparently has served as "pipe cleaner".
Length 24.5 cm.
Another incomplete Parica 8nufj-taking Set

48. Storing Box of Shell. - See No. 40. The shell contains 10 short rolls of
parica snuff. Its maximum length 8.5 cm.
49. Mortar. - See No. 41. A small circular hole is drilled at one end.
Length 9.5 cm., depth 4.2 cm.

•
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50. PesU.e. - Round and somewhat irregular staff of hardwood.
Length 23.5 cm., cliameter about 1.8 cm.
51. Pencil oj Anteater Hair. - A bunch of ant-bear hair about 16 cm. long.
is tied with resined fibre string around a stick of dark wood. Its tength
21 cm.
52. Snujj Tube. - See N°. 45. Length about 30 cm.
Cf. Ratzel I, p. 509.
53. Arrow. - Of bamboo with wooden head with affixed bit of bone. The
bone bit is 15 cm. long and pointed at both ends. By means of a resined
fibre string it is tied almost. parallel to the upwards tapering wooden head.
The head itself is stuck into the shaft, at this point strengthened by bark
fibre strips wound around it. Steer quills of "arched feathering" type.
ln front tbey are fast.ened with fibre string, with tightly wound fine cotton
thread. Between the quills the shaft is partly coated with black resin.
The thread is dyed chiefly brown but also black. Farthest out at the
bowstring notch there are two small red and blue feathers stuck into the
winding.
Length 195 cm., wooden head 58 cm.
This arrowhead is illustrated by H. ~1eyer, pi. 11:19, and attributed to Mauhe
or Apiaca, p. 25.
54. Ditto. - Length 182 cm., wooden head 40 cm., bone bit 10.5 cm.
55. Ditto. - Upper half of bone bit dropped off. Wooden head coated with
black resin above and below.
Length 195 cm., wooden head 66.5 cm.
56. Ditto. - Broad bamboo head, flat and decorated on the inner side with
a painted black design. It is fastened with fibre string to a short wooden
foreshaft stuck into the arrow shaft. Of this foreshaft is visible only the·
very pointed end supporting and entering into the bamboo head, the rest
being concealed by the fibre string and the bark fibre windings then immediately beginning. Otherwise this arrow resembles prececling.
Length 190 cm., bamboo head 51 cm.
57. Ditto. - Bamboo head has sarne design as preceding. The head, however,
is tied to the wooden foreshaft with fine cotton thread as is also the upper·
part of the steer quills. Otherwise like preceding.
Length 170 cm., bamboo head 45 cm.
58. Ar-row. - Wooden head with four small cut-out barbs on one side. lt
seems to have been broken off once and then again pointed. The cane shaft
is strcngthened with fibre string. Fibre string has aJso been used to fasten·
the steer quills of type "Mauhé-Fiederung" or "Guiana-Fiederung" according to H. Meyer, p. 9, and similar to pl. 11:13. Accorcling to HSAI V,
p. 240, ''wrapped feathering" appears also among Apiaca, 1Yiura and
Parintintin.
Length 164 cm., wooden head 28 cm.
59. Bow. - Of heavy red wood, semi-circular in cross section, somewhat
above the middle wound with fairly coarse fibre string turning into a cotton
thread winding. The bow is bluntly pointed at both ends. Bow string,
is lacking.
Length 220 cm.

•
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H. Meyer, p. 31: "Doch werden sie (the bows) zumeist von den Mauhé
angefertigt und durch Handel den befreundeten Mun:druku zugeführt."
R. M. 1101.
60. Small Scu.lptures oj Guarana Paste. - Representing a turtle, an armadil10,
a saddled horse, a.nd a snake. Probably semi-civilization. See HSAI V,
p. 549: "Around the middle of the last century, the :\1auhé had a sort of
monopoly on the production -0f guarana, at least Ín their area, -and exported
it widely." See also Martius, Beitrage, p. 713: "Europãischer Einfluss.
- Einen l\1asstab vom plastischen Vermõgen des ungebildeten Tapuyo
ge,vãhren die ·Figuren aus der Guarana-Paste, die jet.zt manchmal aus den
~1aue-Dõrfern in den Handel kommen ..... 'Vir haben aus diesen Substanzen geformte Figuren von Cro.codilen, Chamãleonen, Schildkrõten,
Adlern, Schlangen, Fischen ...... "
·

YURUNA

61. Dance Rattle. - An egg-shaped gourd (about 6.5 by 4.5 cm.) with small
rat.tling seeds inside is fastened to a wooden handle. The handle runs
through the gourd leJlgthwise and juts out slightly on the other side. There
it serves as fixture for two Jong arara tail feathers anda number of shorter
multicoloured parrot. feathers fastened with fibre string and resin. The
free part of the handle (18 cm.); is, for a length of 13.5 cm. wound around
with cotton thread and, 4.5 cm. below the gourd itself, covered by sruall
black and yellow feathers.
,
See K. v. d. Steinen, Durch Central-Brasilien, Ethnol. Taf. 11:13.

62. Paddle. - Of one píece of wood, with cros.'i handle and the oar blade form
typical of Yuruna, slightly broader below and bluntly pointed. l3elow the
ha;ndle the oar arm is somewhat widened for de~orative purposes. ln the
ceetre of the blade is carved on one side a big letter F, on the other a
slightly smaller N.
Length 136 cm., or blade length 77 cm., width 24 cm.
See K. v. d. Steinen, Durch ... Ethno1. Taf. II:ll.
63. Ditto. - Smaller than preceding, possibly intended for children. Below
the handle a ring standing out around the oar arm, but sornewhat smaller
than in v. d. Steinen's illustration. On the oar biade the letter Z.
Length 113 cm., biade 61 cm., w:idth 16.5 cm.
ÁPIACÁ

64. Spear. - Of wood with bamboo ·head. The head dark with blackpainted inner side and fa-stened to the shaft with fibre string wound around
in a pattern and from which hang two tuf(;s of cotton yarn with small red
feathers in their tops. From here on the shaft is covered f0r the greater part
of its length by tied-on small yellow feathers and a couple of interposed
red ones. At the m-iddle of this feather covering there are two l.engthy
(52 and 57 cm.) red arara tail feathers fastened, and where it ends hang
two simple cotton tufts. The spear tapers to a point below.
I..iength 173 cm., bamboo head about 35 cm., feather cover 95 cm.
Cfr. H. Florence, pi. ''Apiaca, com azagaia" anel colour pl. "Indio Apiaca".
ARARA

65. Arrow. - Of cane with affixed wooden foreshaft, as head a broad bamboo
knife. The foreshaft pointed and its pointed end stuck into a groove in
the concave side, of the bamboo knife which additionally is fasteneq to the
foreshaft w1th cotton yarn wound around in a pattern. The joint of the
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foreshaft to the arrow shaft strengthened with wound cotton yarn and
bark fibre strips and further decorated with two small rings of halved
white quills. Steer quills of "Arara-Fiederung" type (wrapped feathering),
tied to the shaft with fibre string. Two white quill rings at upper and
lower ends of the feathers. The shaft butt ends close to bow string notch
additionally wound with cotton in a pattern.
Length 160 cm., bamboo head 118 cm., steer quilLs 26 cm.
See H. Meyer, pp. 24, 28-29, and note his mention of the Silva Castro Collection. According to IISAI V, p. 240, wrapped feathering occurs only among
Apiaca, Mura, Mauhé, and Parintintin.
66. Arrow. 67. Ditto. -

Length 159 cm., bamboo head 36 cm.
Lengt h 164 cm., bamboo head 40 cm.

68. Ditto. - Several black and white quill rings on wooden shaft but none.
at the steer quills. Two cut-out barbs back on head.
Length 153 cm., bamboo head 31 cm.
69. Ditlo. - Decorative quill rings lacking.
Length 157 cm., bamboo head 39 cm.
70. Ditto. - Wooden foreshaft so short that it is entirely covered by the
cotton thread winding. Instead of bark fibre winding there is a narrow
winding of fibre string.
I
Length 139 cm., bamboo head 27 cm.
71. Whistling Arrow. - On the short wooden foreshaft there is a nutshell
passed on and fastened with resin immediately under bamboo head. Nutshell
damaged but has certain1y had at 1east one úttle bole drilled in its side.
Bamboo head has two barbs farthest back.
Length 142 cm., bamboo head 28 cm., wooden foreshaft 3 cm., diameter of
nutshell 1.5 cm.
Arara according to H. Meyer, p. 40, and HSAI V, p. 238.
72. Arrow. - Bamboo head with eight barbs and so-called "Kielgeflecht'~
or patterned plaiting around wooden foresha.ft of black and white quills
cut into thin strips. Cotton winding fastening the bamboo head to wooden
foreshaft is painted in a black pattern.
Length 154.5 cm., bamboo head 34 cm., plaiting 2.2 cm.
H. Meyer shows this arrow in pl. 11:17, attributing it to Arara. The arrow
in pJ. 11:18, stated to be Tora, is the convex side of the Arara arrow. Cf.
also arrO\VS in Nordenskiõld, Forskningar.. . Figs. 153, 197, from Huari
and Huanyam. Huanyam and Tora belong to the sarne linguistic group
(HSAI III, p. 397), and Tora and Arara were settled close to each other
on Rio Madeira, at times even within the sarne mission (HSAI III, p. 399).
Apiaca, Rio Tapajoz, according to B. M. 713.
73. Arrow. - Wooden foreshaft wholly covered by the decorative plaiting.
Between this and the cotton thread winding fastening the bamboo head
to the foreshaft there is inserted a ring of quilLs in:.which the red vane fringe
is cut short but note entirely removed. Steer quills dropped off.
Length 155 cm., bamboo head 33.5 cm., decorative plaiting 3.5 cm.
74. Ditto.-Bamboo head has two barbs and traces of painting on its convex
side. Also cotton winding fastening the head painted in a black pattern..
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One white and one narrow red quill ring decora.te the very short wooden
foreshaft.
Length 140.5 cm., bamboo head 23.5 cm., plaiting 1.2 cm.

Cf. N ordenskiõld, Forskningar. . . cuts 153:C and 155 - Huari.
75. Ditto. - On butt end of t he shaft at the bow string notch there are some
simple zigzag tines cut in.
Length 151 cm., bamboo head 27.5 cm., decora.tive plaiting 2.5 cm.
76. Ditto. -

One of steer quills missing.

Length 139 cm., bamboo head 24.5 cm., decorative plaiting 2.3 cm.
77. Ditto. - S teer quills of "cemented feathering" type, for the rest as preceding.
Length 140.5 cm., bamboo head 29 cm., decorat ive plaiting 2 cm.
Again corr1pare Hu.ari -

Nordenskiõld, Forskningar ... p. 367.

C.ARAYA

78 . H ead Ornament oj Feathers. - ln the shape of a fa.n. On a strong plaited
cotton string are fastened three rows of feathers. The feathers in the first
shorter row (about 11 cm.) are fastened to each other with a black cotton
thread. However, the three middle feathers are longer (24 cm.). The next
row consista of long (34 cm.) red feathers alternating with thin bamboo
sticks to which are tied mottled grey hawk feathers. A black cotton thread
is also holding t hese together and some distance from the t.op they are
each wound around for a length of about 4.5 cm. with untwinned cotton.
By way of finish in the top the long feathers respectively sticks have small
red and yellow feathers fastened there with resin. The rear side shows a
similar row of short (9 cm.) feathers as the front side. For tying on this
head orn~ment there is on either side a string about 15 cm. long with 20
cm. fringes. The specimen is almost entirely moth-eaten.
See Ehrenreich, Beitrãge zur Võlkerkunde Taf. IX:7.

79 . L i p Ornament. - Round staff of white quartz, T-shaped in the rear end,
intended for carrying in the _holed lower lip. The front end has a circular
convex knob shaped like a small shield.
Length 6.2 cm., knob's dia.meter 1.9 cm., staff diameter about 1.1 cm., T
arms 3.2 cm.
See Krause, pp. 377-78 and HSAI III, p. 185.

80 . Box. - Oval storing box for feather ornamenta. Of bamboo leaves strengthened with bamboo rods and f astened with cotton strings. The lid is well
overlapping. On its vertical outer side run right around two dark, broad
bands of bamboo leaf held in place by cotton threads running zigzag.
Height 17 cm., width 20 cm., length 60 cm. See Ehrenreich, Beitrãge .....
Tafel '\FIII :8.
81. Cluh - Of heavy da.rk wood, fluted in its entire length except for the
handle. This is smooth and bounded above and below by two rings carved
out of the club. The handle is too short to serve as sueh and might only
have had decorative significance. The club expands slightly downwards.
Length 127 cm., dia.meter 2. 7 and 4.8 cm., handle 2.2 cm.
A very similar club although with a longer handle is illustrated in K. v. d.
Steinen, Durch ... Ethnol. Taf. 11:14.
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82. Ditto. - Flutings appear only on the iower part of this club to a length
of 19 cm. and above the handle. This latter has contracted so much that
the four rings touch each other.
Length 132 cm., diameter 2.5 and 4.4 cm.
83. Ditto. - The flutings appear only on the lower part of this club to a
length of 72 cm. The handle has disappeared entirely and the four rings
have gotten highest up to the club's upper end.
Length 132 cm., diameter 2.5 and 4.4 cm.
Cf. also Krause, p. 272. Fig. 123.
84. Lance. - Of heavy wood with jaguar bone head fitted on to the lance
and fastened with resin. Just belo'\v the point hang two cotton corda with
bunches of arara feathers and here the lance is also wound with fine cotton
thread to a length of 10 cm. Farther down it is surrounded by 'vickerwork
in a black-and-white pattern. Below the lance is slightly pointed.
l,ength 246 cm., bone head 17 cm., wicker 74 cm.
See Krause, p-. 272, and Ehrenreich, Beitrãge. . . Tf. IV :10.
85. Ditto. - One feather bunch only. The wickerwork is held together above
and below by narrow bark fibre strips.
Length 227 cm., bone head 20 cm., cotton winding 8.5 cm., ,wicker 43 cm.
86. Ditto. - No cotton winding.
t
Length 234 cm., bone head 21 cm., wicker 69 cm.
87. Ditto. - The feather bunch is fastened with bark fibre string instead
of cotton.
Length 234 cm., bone head 20 cm., wicker 63 cm.
88. Ditto. - Two f eather bunches on cotton strings with threaded sma.11
pieces of bamboo tubes. Below the bone head the lance is coated with dark
resin with traces of pasted-on cotton or possibly down.
Length 214 cm., bone head 20 cm., resin coating 10 cm., wicker 46 cm.
89. Ditto. - No feather bunches. Above and below at the wickerwork a
narrow ring of resin coating with traces of cotton or down.
Length 259 cm., bone head 17 cm., wicker 72 cm.
90 . Ditto. - No cotton winding. Rear end of lance seems damaged.
Length 186 cm., bone head 15 cm., wicker 44 cm.
(Re Caraja arrow be1ow see detailed description in Krause, pp. 264-270).
91 . Arrow. - Pencillike wooden head stuck into the shaft and fastened there
with resin anda bark fibre band tightly wound around it. The steer quills
are two whole feathers the inner vanes of which are cut away. They show
a 45-degree twist (arched feathering). Their upper ends are tied together
with black cotton thread, the lower with white. The part of the shaft
between the feathers is decorated with a broad stripe of yellow lacquer or
resin. The shaft end has a shallow notch for the bow string.
Length 154 cm., head 60 cm.
92. Ditto. - In the lower edge of the b1ack cotton thread winding are stuck
two small red feathers, now almost wholly destroyed.
Length 154 cm., head 53 cm.
93. Ditto. - Length 154 cm., head 53 cm.
94. Ditto. - Length 154 cm., head 53 cm.

.
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95. Dillo. - Length 154 cm., hea.d 53 cm.
96. Ditto. - Length 154 cm., head 53 cm.
On these five last-mentioned arrows the white cotton thread winding is quite
considerably narrower than on the f ollowing, or about 0.9 cm.
97. Ditto. - Below the tight bark fibre winding at the spot where the wooden
head is stuck into the shaft the bark fibre strip ma.kes a couple of more
turns around the shaft, thereby forming a decora.tive spiral.
Length 155.5 cm., head 58 cm.
98. Ditto. - Length 152.5 cm., head 58 cm.
99. Ditto. - The decorative bark fibre spirals are two and cross each other.
Lenght 155.5 cm., head 59 cm.
100. Ditto. - ln addition to six small rings of yellow lacquer, the shaft end
between the feathers is also decorated with a bark fibre strip tightly wound
· around. Steer quills twisted more than 45 degrees.
Iiength 157.5 cm., hcad 59 cm.
101. Ditto. - Wooden head, it.s upper end whittled in the shape of a trian·
guiar somewhat broa.der "spearhead".
Length 140 cm., head 47 cm. of which "spearhead" 28 cm.
102. Ditto. - "Spearhead" fairly broad (2.8 cm.) and almost flat.
Length 144 cm., head 51.5 cm. of which "spearhead" 23.5 cm.
103. Ditto. - Wooden head shaped like an inverted cone. Meant for hunting
birds and small game.
Length 141 cm., head 37 cm., dia.meter a.top about 2 cm.
104. Diu.o. - Wooden head with piece of bone affixed thereon. Farthest
out on the wooden head a piece of bone 4-5 cm. long and pointed at both
ends is tied on with cotton thread covered by black resin. The bone piece
sits aske~ in relation to the wooden head so that its rear end forzns a barb.
These arrows are mainly used for fishing.
Lenght 147 cm., head with bone piece 52 cm.
Krause claims (p. 267) that the bone point is tied on with bark fibre but his
own illustrations show a lash- with some sort of twinned threa.d.
105. Ditto. - Length 147.5 cm., head 53 cm.
106. Ditto. - Both steer quills dropped off.
Length 153 cm., head 58 cm.
107. Ditto. - Length 152 cm., head 57.5 cm.
108. Ditto. - Length 153 cm., head 58 cm.
109. Ditto. - Length 152.5 cm., head 58 cm.
110. DiUo. - Length 146 cm., head 52 cm.
111. Ditto. - Length 152.5 cm., head 58 cm.
112. Ditto. - Length 160 cm., head 55 cm.
113. Ditto. - Length 151 cm., head 56 cm.
114. Ditto. - Wooden head uneven and crooked.
I..ength 159 cm., head 55 cm.
115. Ditto. -

Length 148 cm., head 53 cm.
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116. Ditto. -

I~ngth

151 cm., hea.d 56 cm.

117. Ditto. -

Length 156 cm., hea.d 54.5 cm.

118. Ditto. -

Length 152 cm., head 57 cm.

119. Ditto. -

J.;ength 153.5 cm., head 58.5 cm.

120. Ditto. -

Length 155.5 cm., head 54 cm.

121. Ditto. -- Length 147 cm., head 56 cm.
122. Ditto. -

Length 142 cm., head 50 cm.

123. Ditto. -

Length 153 cm., head 58 cm.

124. Ditto. -

Length 154 cm., head 58 cm.

125. Ditto. -

I,jength 148 cm., head 53.5 cm.

126. Ditto. - Sha.ft end broken off and replaced by a. thinner reed with the
joint between the steer quills. Joint wound with a bark fibre strip forining a spiral downwards to the bow string notch where it is fastened.
length 152.5 cm., head 50 cm.

127. Ditto. - Between the steer quills the shaft is rlecorated with 32 narrow
rings of lacquer or resin.
J...ength 165 cm., head 55 cm.

,

128 . Ditto. - Bone point replaced by a 6 cm. piece of sting ray spine fastened
on in the sarne manner. Besides the usual bark fibre \vinding at the transition from wooden head to arrow shaft there is anot her such winding
slightly below. Steer quills slightly twisted.
Length 162 cm., head 53.5 cm.

129. .Ditto. -

Length 152 cm., head 50 cm.

130. Ditto. - Stingray spine broken off. Only one winding at upper shaft
end. Lower end broken off and replnced by 26 cm. piece of thinner reed.
Shaft wound at the joint \vith a bark fibre strip and steer quills fastened
to the thinner cane.
Length 167 cm., head 50 cm.
131. Ditto. - Bamboo-knife head tied with bark fibre to the wooden foreshaft in turn stuck into the arrow shaft. These arrows are used in big
game hunt.s and in war.
Length 157 cm., bamboo head 49 cm., wooden foreshaft 32 c1n.
132 . Ditto. 47 cm.

Length 158.5 cm., bamboo head 53.5 cm., \vooden foreshaft

133. Ditto. - Cane sha.ft with therein inserted wooden head with tied-on
point of bone. \Vooden head coated with red pa.int at both ends for a length
of 10 cm.
Length 154 cm., head 44 cm.

134 . Ditto. - The entire wooden head has a red painted bottom on which
several black parallel zigzag lines are painted.
I,ength 158 cm., head 53 cm.
135. Ditto. lines only.

Wooden head decorated with dark narrow parallel zigzag

Length 162 cm., head 51.5 cm.
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136. Ditlo. - Entire wooden head except for 2.5 cm. just below the point
of bone is painted an even black. Point it..self as usual fastened with a
cotton ,yarn winding which, however, is coated with bright yellow instead
of black resin.
Length 156 cm., head 31 cm.
137. Dillo. - Wooden head painted black with the exception of a 6.5 cm.
length decorated with a narrow black painted ring and t hree vertical lines
consisting of each three black dots. Light-coloured resin around the point
of bone and double bark fibre winding on ~haft.
Length 151 crn., head 38 cm.
138. Ditto. -

Length 150 cm., head 37.5 cm.

139 . Ditto. - Wooden hea.d painted black only for a Jength of 4 cm. from
either end, for the rest unpainted. The point consists of a pointed cut-off
monkey bone pipe. It is fitted on the wooden head and fastened with
resin.
Length 146.5 cm., head 56 cm., of which bone 9.5 cm.
See Krause, p. 266, Fig. 117. HSAI V:237 - Cayapó.

140. Bow. - Of dark wood, circular in cross section. Coarse fibre st ring tied
to one end, forming a double eyelet around the other and then running
back along the bo,v's out-er side about half-way, finally tightly wound
around it for a length of 65 cm. The winding shows traces of white paint.
Below the bow string both ends of the bow are wound around with fine
cotton thread in a pattern. At the upper end loose-twinned cotton yarn
has heen wound a couple of turns around the bow and tied in a knot. Close
by hangs a tuf t of f eathers an<l bJack cotton ya.rn.
Length 185 c1n.
See Krause, p . 263.
141. D/tto. -- '\Vith no decorations of either feathers or cotton yarn winding
~ut, on the other hand, a rather short dark bark fibre strip wound around
m one piace.
Length 195 cm ., bow string wound 62 cm.
142. Paddle. - The oar biade is of rectangular shape running out in an extended
point. Belo'v the cross handle are two decorative carved-out rolls around
the oar shaft.
I,ength 155.5 cm., blade length 88 cm., width 21 cm , the oar blade's extended
point about 20 by 6.5 cm.
See Ehrenreich, Beitrãge .... Tf. VIII:l, 3. However, our paddle is unpainted.
See also Krause, p. 277, Fig. 128 a, b.
APINAYÉ, ÜANELLA AND ÜAYAPÓ

143 . Stone Axe. - Halfmoon-shaped, "anchor-shaped" with short handle.
The handJe is of hardwood, and the axe blade is fitted on by means of tightly
wound cotton yarn entirely coated with black resin. The handle is 20 cm.
long. It is nether part, 7 cm. long, not resin coated, is covered by a black
and white plait ing of bamboo (or rotang) and bark strips. At the upper
handle part is fastened with loose eyelets a cotton yarn carrying sling
consisting of two ribbons 2 cm. wide and fastened together. On either side
of these hang f our cotton strings threaded with light-coloured seeds and
with their ends so tightly wound with cotton yarn that they are stiff and
then in addition resined. The double carrying sling is tied to the net her
end of the axe handle \vith a bark fibre string in ma.ny turns. Bclow t his
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the cotton strings of which the carrying sling is plaited hang freely to a
Iength of about 82 cm. Each one ends in a knot.
These axes are often dealt with in the literature, most comprehensively by
S. Rydén in Ethnological Studies IV, 1937.
R. M. 1267 - Carayá.
144. Ornamenwl Cotton B elt. - Wide woven ribbon with somewhat protruding
edges and fastened in front at a round staff entirely covered with wound
cotton yarn. From the staff's two ends hang tufts of loose cotton yarn.
Length of ribbon 55 cm., width 6.5 cm., length of staff 19 cm., diameter
2.5 cm., length of tufts about 25 cm.
G. M. owns a similar specimen from Apinayé.
145 . Gourd Rattle. - The dark brown gourd is round, about 15 cm., in
diameter, with six small holes on each side, contains rattling seeds and
rotates freely around the handle extension piercing the gourd and extruding
in a 12-cm. hardwood point. The handle itself is of bone and almost entirely
wound around with cotton yarn. I ts lower part is drilled through and
through the hole runs a coarse plaited double cotton string in one end of
which hangs a feather decoration consisting of approximately 5 cm. long
strings with threaded-on seeds and glass beads as well as carefully tied-on
large plumes, now all destroyed. Around these have evidently later been
tied smaller muJticoloured feathers of which now oruy vestiges remain.
An exact reproduction has not proved possible of locating in the literature.
In G. M. (31 . 40. 214 b) there is a very similar rattle albeit with blunt point,
illustrated in Izikowitz, Fig. 4la, p. 101. - Apinayé. - ln Pohl I, p. 401,
and Martius I , p. 268 there are descriptions that might refer to an equivalent
rattle, in this case attributed to Cayapo.
146. T rumpet. - An approximately 30 cm.. long gourd, bent and of fairly
uniform thickness with a diameter of 4 cm., is at one end fastened with
cotton strings to a bamboo handle (about 36 cm., diameter 2.5 cm.). These
cotton strings are carefully and evenly wound around and cover the entire
bamboo handle except for a length of 3.5 cm. where the oval-shaped btowhole
is cut out. At the gourd's point of fastening to the bamboo handle hangs
from this latter a bunch of 10 cotton strings (about 7 cm.) threaded with
light-coloured seeds and each ending with one or two red-blue feathers.
From the fastening extends also a plaited ribbon running along the trumpet's
nether side, being tied to the handle close hy the blowhole and thereafter
forming a 64 cm. long carrying slin.g. The finish of the feather bunch and
the threaded seeds is identical with those belonging to preccding gourd
rattle. See H . Snet.hlage, Unter .... Fig. 21.
R. M. 1037 - Caraya.
147. Dilto.-The gourd about 35 cm., diameter 4.8 cm., less bent than preceding. Handle 35 cm.. diarneter 2.2 cm. Feather bunch identical, consista
of nine strings of which two in addition are decorated with animal hoofs
and one with a larger brown seed.
R. M. 1219 - Caraya.
148 . Ditto. - The gourd hroken and damaged, present length 32 cm., bell'!
cliameter about 8.5 cm., then rapidly tapering. Handle 37 cm., dian1eter
2.3 cm. Blowhole romboid-shaped. The eight strings belonging to the feather
bunch are decorated with hoofs, two of t.hem additionally wit h glass beads.
'l'he carrying sling is wider than on preceding. Along t he trumpet's nether
edge these threads are not pJaited but run paraJlel. A separa.te winding
f astens the feather bunch to the trumpet. This arrangernent suggest a provisional mending.
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149. Nose Flute. - Small gourd with three differently sized holes in it,
to be carried around the neck in a cotton sling. 1'he groud itself as well
as seven yellow now destroyed feathers on either side of it are fastened
to the carrying sling with· short strings having threaded-on glass beads.
Close to the feathers there are in addition small hoofs.
ten~th of gourd 6.5 cm., sling about 62 cm.
See Izikowitz, p. 286, Fig. 150.
R. M. 1085 - Caraya.
150. N ose Flute. - From a 64 cm. long carry sling hang two small pear-shaped
whole gourds as well as five halves. Of the two whole gourds the one has
a hole in one side, while the .o ther has three, one Iarger and two .smaller.
They are fastened to the carrying sling •vith sitnple short cotton strings.
However, those strings in which the gourd halves hang are threaded with
white glass beads, run through the narrowest part of the gourd's neck from
the inside and finish up with two glass beads and one hoof outsíde. Two
such loose strings, the one decorated with a mussel shell instead of a hoof,
would indicate that tbere were originally two more gourd halves.
See Izikowitz, p. 286, Fig. 150.
151. Plaüed Bark Fibre Bag with Sling. - Plaiting made with strands run~
ning âiagonal1y. The bag is sewn together in the sides with a fibre string.
The opening is small, strengthened with a few stitches of fibre string. ln
the two upper corners tlie carry sling is fastened. The fastening en<ls
themselves are coarsely plaited1 gripping the bag's corners to a length of
about 4 cm., The carry sling is 56 cm. long, of which 31 cm. in the middle
forms a 2 cm. wide ribbon with a short slit in the centre. From the two
lower cornei:s hang fiv:e respectively six fibre st~ings adorned with small
glass beaâs, hoofs - oh three strings replaced by halved seeds - as well
as twó or three yelJow and red feath'ers, partly damaged. Bag's size 15.5
by 14.5 cm.
Apinaye accorcling to G. M. 31.40.123, also Krause, pl. 25:2, and Estevão de
Oliveira, pi . V.
152. Ditto. - Plaited diagonally with four vertical decorative ribbons woven
in. It is folded double and sewn together in the sides with cotton yarn
forming in the nether corners small tufts adorned with white glass beads.
In the two upper 'corners the carry sling is fastened with a coarse plait.
The carry sling is about 70 cm~ long, simply plaited but with a 6 by
32 cm. flat centre piece plaited in a pattern. Bag opening 22 cm. wide
and strengthened by large stitches of fibre string.
Size 33 by 43 cm.

153. Basket. - Deep (wicker) basket with carry sling on one side. Two
transverse decorative strips in black, one just under the edge, the other
at about one-quarter of the baskees height. These are 3 cm. 'vide. On the
front side above the lower strip hang ten short strings adorned with seven
black and one. white glass bead, one hoof and one or two yellow feathers.
The basket's opening is st.rengthened by a roll consisting of numerous palm
leaf strips held togethers by a dark-coloured bark fibre ribbon wound in
a spiral. The opening is circular, diameter 21 cm. while the bottom of the
basket is almost square, 15 by 14 cm. The plaited carry sling's fastenings
demarcate one-quarter of the opening's circumference. Around the basket's
bottom, from one fastening to the other, runs a reinforcing ribbon of multifold
bark fibre. This is sewn on with a fibre. string forming at each fastening
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t;hree decorative tufts, each adorned with three white glass beads. Carrying
sling about 47 by 5.5 cm.
Height 26 cm.
See G. M. 31. 40 . 100 - Apinayes, a.Jso Krause, pl. 68:5 - Cayapos.
154. /?lat Club of Heavy Dark Wood. - Widening towards the butt, which
is romboid in c.ross section, at the very end rather abruptly pointed. The
upper end, provided with a knob and two faintly protruding rin~, is circular
in cross sect ion (diameter about 2.7 cm.). More than half of the club from
the knob downwards is covered by black-and-white wickerwork ending
below in a heavy cotton yo.rn winding additionally forming two tufts
extruding f rom the sides.
Length 141 cm., wickerwork 83 cm., ma.ximum width and thickness a.t the
butt end 8.5 respectively 3 cm.
Such a club is illustrated in J(rause, p. 392, Fig. 246b, as belonging to Cayapo,
in E hrenreich, Beitrage . ... 1.'f. VI:ll - Sambioa, in HSAI III, pi. 21 Caraya.
155 . Club. - Circular in cross section, of heavy dark wood, for approxim.ately
half of its lengt h covcred by wicker of light-coloured palm leaf strips and
dark brown barke fibre strips. Through the wicker are threaded on either
side of the club short fibre strings to which are fastened, b~sides five or six
srnall blue gla.ss beads, a few parrot feat hers and a small nutahell. On
either side hang nine such fea ther bunches. The club is rifled on the part
not covered by t he wickerwork. I ts t hin end forms a knob, this also fluted
lengt hwise but bounded against the wickerwork by six ring-shaped bulges.
Ilelo..,,r these is tied a cotton string forming an eyelect for carrying the club.
Lengt h 89 cm., wickcrwork 40 cm., dia.meter 2.8 and 6 cm.
See Nimuendaj ú, Apinayé, p . 125, Fig. 28.
156 . Ditto. - Of more light-colourcd \vood. The knob not fluted and bounded
by only three ri ngs bet ween which a fibre string is tied as carrying arrangemeut. The feat her bunches number sixteen on either side, hanging in strings
with small red and blue glass beads alterna ting in pairs.
Length 89 cm., wicker,vork 46 cm., dia.meter 3.1 cm. and 5.3 cm.

Rio
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157 . [(nij e. -- I ron biade and wooden handle \Vith a carved sharp point in
t he handle end. The handle is t ightly wound with white cotton threa.d
pain ted in a red pattern. The biade is inserted in t he ha.ndle and held in
place by resin a nd cotton t hread tied a round. The biade is curved and
sharpened both on the inside and partly on the outside. The knife is
carried in a long fibre string around the neck.
Handle 6 cm., biade length in handle's direction 4.5 cm.
Sipibo, a.ccording to Farabee, Indian Tribes . . . . p . 102: "The offended
husband gives no sign (of wrath) but at t he next ficsta . . . he ca tches the
guilty man by t he hair of his head and cuts a long deep gash in bis scalp
with a small knife called utcate, made a nd carried by every rnan for t,his
purpose. They are now ma.de of steel, but in the form of t he ancient peccary
t usk knife" .
R. l\IL 1069 - Knife "with which- the Indians wouod unfaithful women. "
158 . Cusma. - Of whitish cotton cloth wi.th dark blue pattern.
Length 127 cm.
159. Ditto. -

Length 117 cm.
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Length 155 cm.

R. M. 1082. - Ucayali.
Ali of these three specimens are pictured in II. Stolpe, Collected Essays ...
A.tlas, pl. .XVIII-XIX. Cusmas, according to Stolpe, are in use among
Conibo, Sipibo and Setevo. A very similar from Sipibo is pictured in Farabee,
Indian Tribes .... p. 11.

161. Head Band. -- l\fade from a strip of strong palm leaf the ends of which
some\vhat overJap one another. Four wooden sticks, tied together two
and two with cotton thread, keep the overlapping end of the head band
in place. On the outer side the main band has been covered by a feather
mosaic of rectangular fields of black, yellow and red feathers once pasted
on it with black resin. Today these feathers are almost ent;irely destroyed.
Breadth: 5 cm., diameter about 16 cm.
Cashibo, see Tessmann, p. 129: "Ich sah ein Kopfband aus Palmenstiel ( ?)
streif, das aussen mit schwarzen, gelben und blauen Federn beklebt war,
doch mag dies auf Veranlassung eines Zivilisierten gemacht sein."
R. M. 1233 - Tukuna.
162. Neck Ornarnmt. - A square of white, black and red glass beads joined
t-Ogether with fine cotton thread to a regular geon1etrical pattern with
borders above and below. Narrow pearl bands, a continuation of the. uppet
border, protrude somewhat over the square itself on both sides, ending in
cotton strings that are tied at the back of the neck. The nether edge is
decorated 'vith seven tied-on somewhat convex metal discs.
Height 12 c1n., width above 14.5 cm., below 17 cm., .m etal discs' diameter
about 2.5 cm.
See HSA.I III, pl. 49 - Conibo.
163. Ditto. - Nethe1~ edge decorated with 45 small seed shells hanging in
short pen,rl strings.
Height 13 cm., width above 14.5 cm., below 16.5 cm. Of. Farabee, Indian
Tribes, pi. 19 - Sipibo.
164 . Ditto. - Nether edge decorated with 34 small seed shells. The pattern
is fornling, besides the borders, on a white bottom a somewhat slanted
swastika, red with hlack outlines. 'vith points ín pairs turned agaínst
each other.
Height 12 c1n.• width above 12.5 c1n., belo\v l 1.5 cm.
165. 8imple 8quare. - Of glass beads joined together in a geometrical pattern.
Upper edge shows a small border while t.wo 16-cn1. fibre strings extend
from the upper corners, from one of them also a shorter cotton string.
Height 8 cm., '-Vidth 16.5 crn.
Probably the incomplete piece of a neck ornament or perhaps an ar1nlet.
166. Necklace. - Rectangular band of white and red, occasionally blue and
black glass beads joined together. ln the ends the band turns into five
pea.rl strings la ter combining in a cotton string for tying at the back of
the neck. So1newhat damaged.
Length 20 cm., \vidth 3 cm., pearl strings about 3.5 cm.
167. Dilto. - Of -.vhite, redanda couple of blue pearls. In ver.y poor condition.
I,ength probably 21 c1n. 1 width 3 cm.
See Farabee, Indian Tribes, pl. 19, Sipibo.

•
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168. Necklace. - Of bla.ck and white seeds in four rows joined to each other.
The black seeds form slanting cross stripes in pairs. The necklace is carried
over the right shoulder and under the left arm.
Length 114 cm.
See Tessmann, pl. 11 - Campo.
169. N ecklace. - Of brown split nuts ( ?) threaded on fibre strings. Above
the fibre strings are plaited together to a length of 4.5 cm.
Length 150 cm.
See Farabee, Indian Tribes ... pi. 14:c ( ?) - Sipibo, and Tessmann, pl. 72
- Piro, as well as Pinedo de Aguila - "Shipivo de la region dei Pachitea".
170. Necklace. - Of animal teeth (peccary?), 55 teeth are drilled through
at the root and sewn on a narrow plait of cotton yarn.
Length 35 cm. plus yarn ends for tying at the back of the neck.
See Farabee, Indian Tribes ... , pl. 22 - Tiatinagua..
171. Armlet or Knee Ba.nd. - Of 72 teeth (monkey ?). The teeth are drilled
through at the root and fastened on a narrow plait of cotton yarn of the
sarne make as preceding.
Length 28 cm.
172. Ditto. - With 60 teeth. Length 26 cm.
These armlets belong in all probability to this area since ,t hey are made with
the sarne technique as No. 170 where only the plaited ba.nd is somewhat
narrower.
Tia.tinagua?
173. Arrow. - With bamboo hea.d on a wooden foresha.ft inserted in a cane
shaft. The bamboo hea.d, compara.tively broad, has three cut-out barba
on one side and on the inside a painted pattern of black and yellow wax
or resin. The cotton lash fastening the bamboo head to the wooden foreshaft is broad and very well ma.de, at times 'vound in a pattern, a.t times
black-painted while the cotton thread itself in severa! places is twinned
with narrow strips of a split feather shaft. Where the wooden foresha.ft
is stuck into the arrow shaft the joint is strengthened and surrounded by
a sort of short reed stems laid in the direction of the arrow and tied on with
cotton yarn. The steer quills are long (about 30-35 cm.) and of Peruvian
cemented feathering type. Shaft end wound with cotton thread in a pattern.
Outermost part of shaft end coated with black resin on top of the cotton
winding. No bow string notch.
Length 159 cm., bamboo head 38 cm., wooden foreshaft 24 cm.
See Uhle, pl. 23:9, 9a, 9b. According to B. M. 717 - Amahuaca..
174. Ditto. - Bamboo head has four barbs on either side anda finer and more
even pattern in black and yellow than preceding.
Length 163 cm., bamboo head 32 cm., wooden foreshaft 21 cm.
175. Arrow. - Of cane with steer quills of "cemented feathering" type,
without bow string notch and shaft butt end wound smoothly with fine
cotton thread partly dyed black and brown. Hea.d of dark wood, square
in cross section, with a tied-on resin-coa.ted wooden barb. Hea.d stuck into
the shaft which is wound with smooth cotton thread.
Length 171 cm., wooden head 56.5 cm.
176. Ditto. - Wooden head circular in cross section with traces of dark paint.
Length 158 cm., wooden head 53 cm.

..
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177. Ditto. - \Vooden head quadrangular in cross section '\\ith three pairs
of cut-out barbs and traces of dark paint or lacquer.
Length 176.5 cm., wooden head 56 cm.
178. Ditto. - Wooden head pentagonal in cross section with three pairs of
barbs.
Length 161 cm., wooden head 53 cm.
179. Ditto. - Wooden head circular in cross section with two pairs of barbs
and traces of paint.
Length 168 cm., wooden head 5.8 cm.
180. Ditto. - Wooden head circular in cross section with four irregular barbs.
Length 156 cm., wooden head 51 cm.
181. Ditto. - Wooden head circular in cross section with five pairs of barbs.
Shaft cracked and broken, entire shaft end missing.
W ooden head 48 cm..
182. Ditto. - Leaf-shaped bamboo head tied with cotton thread to the outer
end of a wooden foreshaft circular in cross section.
Length 171 cm., wooden foreshaft 42 cm., bamboo head 17 cm.
183. Ditto. - Length 169 cm., wooden foreshaft 17 cm., bamboo head 37.5 cm.
184. Ditto. - Length 174 cm., wooden foreshaft 18 cm., bamboo head 43 cm.
185. D2'.tto. - Decoration carved on outer side of bamboo head.
Length 156.5 cm., wooden foreshaft 18.5 cm., bamboo head 28 cm.

186. Ditto. - Wooden foreshaft square in cross section. Bamboo head painted
on the inside.
Length 162 cm., wooden forshaft 7 cm., bamboo head 43.5 cm.
187. Ditto. - Bamboo head with two barbs. Wooden foreshaft square in
cross section and for the gi:eater part smoothly wound with fine cotton
thread painted in a red pattern typical for the Ucayali ares..
Length 163 cm., wooden foreshaft 30 cm., bamboo head 28 cm.
.188. Arrow or posttibly Spear. - Of ca.ne with bla,ck-painted wooden head
with tied-on wooden barb. Wooden head stuck into and fastened with
black and white cotton thread to the shaft. No steer quills. Shaft butt
end strengthened with smoothly wound cotton thread.
Length 189 cm., wooden head 68 cm.
189. Ditto. - Wooden head farthest out whittled in the shape of a triangular
~pearhead, for the rest painted .black.
Length 221 cm., wooden head 65 cm.
190. Dillo. - Farthest out on the wooden head four barbs of which one now
broken off. In the cotton winding at the wooden head joint there are small
bunches of human hair plaited in. 0 -n the shaft two simple decorativ.e drawings of brownish colour.
Length m cm., wooden head 77 em.
Cashibo according to HSAI III, p. 578-579.
191. Di"tto~ - Seven barbs, no painting on shaft.
Length 233 cm., wooden head 77 cm.
192. Ditto. - Large bamboo héaid with four barbs adorned on the .outside
by a paintced pattern :fu black and red-brown paint and yellow resin, the

-
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inner side wholly resined. It is fastened to the shaft by means of a wooden
pin entirely covered by a broad cotton thread winding. In this are stuck
a number of 'vild hog bristles ( ?). Shaft broken off below.
Bamboo bead 57 cm.
Cashivo according to B. M. 728, l{aschibo battle arrows according to Tess.m ann, p. 138 and Bunttafel I.
193. Bow. - Of heavy da.rk wood, rectangular in cross section and with
cut-in notches for the bow string at either end. In the middle the bow is
tightly wound for 128 cm., with fine cotton thread afterwards painted in
a red-bro,vn-black pattern characteristic of the lTcayali area. Bow string
is 1nissing1 and the bovv is very slightly bent.
•
Length 214 cm .
.See Ratzel I, p. 499 - - Conibo, and Uhle pl. 22:7-8.
194. Ditto. -- \Vithout winding and with bowstring of fibre which, however,
seems to be quite provisionally fastened to the bow.
Length 199 cm.
195 . Ditt<J. - Both ends somewhat more pointed at the notches than preceding.
No bow string.
Length 199 cm.
•
196. Ditto. - I,ength 206 cm.
I
197. Ditto. - Length 204 cm.
198. Ditto. - Of Iight bro,vn wood.
J.,ength 185 cm.
199. Ditto. - I,ength 212 cm.
200. Balsa Object. - Purpose unknown. Cylinder-shaped piece of balsa wood,
diameter about 6 cm., height 15 c1n., tightly wound around with fine white
cotton thread holding several bunches of black human hair. Typical georr1etrical Ucayali pattern painted on the cotton \vinding \vith red-brown
paint. The upper srnooth surface of the object is covered by coarser brownish
cotton yarn in a romboid pattern. The sarne yarn forros a thick long
(about 4.5 cm.) fringe hanging down fro.m the object's nether edge. A
36 cm., long eyelet serves as hanging and carrying arrangen1ent.
l{. M. 1234 - 1'ecuna.
·1'ucuNA

201. Dance Afask. - Of bark cloth stretched and crudely sewn 'vith fibre
string on a stiff basketry frame. The mask represents a caricatured human
face. Two bark cloth rolls fastened at right angles against each other form
eyebro\VS respectively nose. Three small horizontal slits represent eyes
and rnouth. The face itself is painted black with pitch having on top of
the pitch \vhite and yellow stripes suggesting tattoo 1narks. 1'wo circular
bark cloth discs fastened on either side represent the ears. From the back
of the head hang two long tufts of brOV\'D bark in strips.
Approximate size 32 by 27 c1n.
See Bates, p. 382. Uhle illustrates a very similar mask, pl. 26:1, attributing
it to Mundrucu, which, however, should be an error.
R. M. 1220 - Ticunas.
202. Head Ornament. - 34 small flat bamboo pieces about 8 cm. long are
wound around with strips of bark cloth and fastened to form a wide forehead
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band 36 cm. long. On it are painted two dark red parallel zigzag stripes.
Every other bamboo piece supports a long red arara tail feather, alternatively
3-4 grey-\.vhite hawk feathers ( ?). This head ornament is intended for a
girl during the puherty festival.
See G. M. 30 . 40.136.
203. Armletjor Upper A.rm (1 Pair). - Of woven cotton yarn, showing vestiges
of white paint. At one end five bunches of litt.le black feathers, now almost
entirely perished, WP,re woven in. The armlet was fastened by eight cot.ton
strings extending from one end and run through corresponding sniall holes
in the other, thus making the armlet adjustable RS to size.
Armlet's size 17 by 2.5 cm., strings about 9 cm.
See G. M. 30.40 . 130:a-b.

204. Ditto, 0 1· K nee Band (l Pair). - Strongly suggesting preceding. The
cotton band or armlet is held in place by 17 respect ively 16 adjustable
strings. Fea thers are lacking. On the ot her hand small bunches of bla.ck
hair, possibly human, have been woven into the warp. These are cut off
at the edge of the band and therefore visible only to a very small extent.
The armlet (- band) shows vestiges of white painting both on the inner
and the outer side.
Size 24.5 by 5.5 em., strings about 10 ctn.
205. Feather Ornarnent for Knee Band. -

Small yellow feathers are tied on to
short fibre strin~ , forming an almost round feather ball.
See G. M. 30. 40. I32:a-b.
206. Quiver for Blow-Gun Poison Darts. - !\fade in wicker technique, cylindrical with square bottom and widening towards the opening. It is coated
with a fairly thick layer of black pitch. Tied on so1newhat below the
opening there is a strong fibre string in one end of which there is fastened
a little bag of soft bark containing silk cotton for winding around the rear
ends of ihe poison darts. 'l'he quiver is filled with palm leaf strips between
which the poison darts are stuck in. It contains seven sharpenecl poisoncoate<l arrows as well as two untreated darts.
Height: 26.5 cn1., bot t-0111 7.5 by 7.5 cm., opening: diam. c:a 10 cin. , bag of
bark: c:a 18 cm. long.
Length of darts 27-31 cm., diameter 0.2 cn1.
See G. M. 30. 40 . 33:a-b, Spix-Martius pl. 37, Ratzel I , p. 498.
TUCANO

207. N eck Ornarnent. - Polished cylinder-shaped piece of quartz. It is drilled
through cross-wise t\vo centimetres fro1n the top and through the bole runs
an approximately 90 cm. long t.ucu1n fibre string 'vith three threaded-on
"kikíga" seeds on either side of the quartz piece. Just belo·w the transverse hole on one side of the cylinder t here appears a litt le bollow, apparen tly
t he beginnings of a similar hole that has not been complete<l.
Length 10.5 cm., dia.meter 2.5 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg I, Fig. 206, p. 327.

208. "Kangantára" Head Ornament. - Three layers of yellow and red feathers,
partly covering each other, are fastened on the upper half of a wide plaited
fibre thread band, somewhat protruding over it. Along the nether edge
of the band runs a border of white down fastened on a split rotang stick.
This down is now almost entirely destroyed. Lengthy thick fibre strings
hold the ornament in place.
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Length: 44.5 cm., width c:a 20 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg I, Fig. 161 a.nd pi. IX and X, also Antze, Die Bras. Sarnrnl.
Vollmer, pl. 2:4.
209. Tiara. - Of tucan feathers. Four fibre strings with tied-on yellow and
red feathers to a length of 41 cm.
See G. M. 25.6.218 and Koch-Grünberg I, Fig. 222.

210. Ccrmb. - Consisting of thin palm-tree slivers pressed 1n between two
halves of reed stems ( ?). These are held together by very narrow strips of
similar material plaited around in a pattern. The comb is adorned with
four bunches of red, yellow and black feathers.
Length (with feathers) 16 cm., width 6 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg I, Fig. 172, p. 294.

...

211. Ditto. - One feather bunch on the end dropped off.
Length (not including feathers) 16 cm., width 6 cm.
212. Ditto. - With only two feather bunches on the ends.
Length (with feathers) 22 cm., otherwise 16.5 cm., width 4.3 cm.
213 . Ditto. -Feather adorrunent on the ends has existed but is now destroyed.
Length 15.5 cm., width 5.2 cm.
214. Ditto. - Length 16.5 cm., width 5.7 cm.
215. Palm Leaj Box. - Square with lid of palm leaves sewn together. Used
for keeping feather adornments.
Size 65 by 19 by 18 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg I, Fig. 174:a, p. 296.
216. Dance Spear - Of dark red wood. The head had two sharp wooden
points loosely stuck in. These have been fastened on with red-painted fibre
thread (Curaua-Faden). One of the prongs is however missing. On two
heavier sections of the spear below the head are geometrical ornamenta
carved - stripes and rings - and fiJled in with light blue and red paint.
Bet,veen the ornamenta and for some distance below these the spear shaft is
covered by tied-on little turquoise-blue and violet feathe.rs. There are remains
indicating additional feather decorations, probably garlands of white down
(Mutum) but these are entirely destroyed. The lower section of the spear
expanda at one point to spool shape, is hollowed and contains small
rattling stone.s. I ts rear end is pointed.
Length 268 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg I . pp. 343-345 and Figs. 219, 220.
"Sie (the spears or lances) stammen ursprünglich von den Desa.na, die noch
heute das M onopol der Herstellung haben und sie an die anderen Stãmme
verhandeln."
YUPUÁ

217. N ecklace. - Of predatory animal tusks. Ninety teeth are drilled through
at the root ends and tied together with cotton thread, then fastened with
fibre, string on a. circular frame consisting of a. rotang stem bent two full
turns.
Diameter of frame 22 cm.
See Sp1x-Martius pl. 35.
R. M. 1236 - Tecuna.

.
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218. Ditto. - Of predat-0ry animal tusks. Forty-three animal teeth are tied
together with cotton thread and fibre string through the drilled holes in
the root ends in the same manner as preceding. However, a frame is lacking. Because of its small size it might have been intended for children.
Length 27.5 cm.
Srusf

219.Blow-Gun. - Of two tubes fitted into one another, the inner probably
of Arundinaria, the outer of a paxiuba palm trunk. At the blow end there
is a little ledge carved out of the outer covering, probably intended for
the mouthpiece which, however, is missing. A rodent's tooth is fastened
with black wax by way of sight 65 c1n. from the blow end.
Length 262 cm., diameter 2.5 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg I , p. 96.
GuARfUA

220. Arrow. - Of reed with poisoned wooden head. This is smooth and simply
pointed, stuck into the shaft and fastened with fibre string. ln the rea.r
end of the shaft there is a V-shaped bit of wood stuck in soas to form the
notch for the bow string, thickly wound with fibre string and resined on
top thereof.
Length l 62. 5 cm., wooden head 52 cm.
See Koch-Grünberg II, p. 316.
221. Ditto. - I ...ength 160 cm., wooden head 50 cm.
222. Ditto. - Wooden head has a notch approximately in the middle and
is coated with poison above this notch.
I ...ength 172.5 cm., wooden head 63.5 cm.
223. DiUo. - Length 159 cm., wooden head 62 cm.
224. Ditto. - About 3 cm. below the notch the wooden head is whittled so
that it is triangular in cross section.
Length 158.5 cm., wooden head 47 cm.
225. Ditto. - Length 160 cm., wooden point 67 cm.
226. Ditto. - '\\Tooden head square in cross section some dista.nce below the
notch.
Length 159 cm., wooden head 64 cm.
227. Ditto. - Length 158 cm., wooden head 62 cm.
228. Ditto. -- Wooden head broken off.
Shaft 112 cm.
MURA

229. Cap. - Top-point.ed cap of bark of the species Mames.ria. saccifera.
Height 30 cm., diameter below about 12 cm.
Similar in O. M. 1124 attributed to Muras. Similar illustrated in Ratzel
I , p. 91.
R. M. 1047 - Mura.
UITOTO

230. Dance Rattles (1 Pair). - On short (about 3.5 cm.) fibre strings hang,
fastened by a simple knot, halved polished fruit sbells. Thcir number is 16
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in the one and 19 in the other bunch. In each five fruit shells are missing.
Small whit.e, blue and red glass beads are threaded on the strings. The
bunches are held together by thicker fibre strings.
See Whiffen, p!. 17.
231 . Feather Head Ornament. - On a number of twinned cotton strings
(about 100 cm. long), here and there tied together, are tied severa} rows
of reddish yellow feathers. These cover each other so that the longest lie
farthest and the shortest uppermost. The feather ste1ns are folded simply
around the cotton string and fastened with a fibre thread knot.
See Whiffen, pl. XI, and p. 76, footnote 4. According to HSAI III, p. 754,
twinned cotton is used only by Bora, "who make a few head ornaments
of it". The Bora speak a differentiated dialect of the Uitoto language.
232. ''Girdle''. - Consisting of a band of bark cloth in t\VO independent equal
sections. The band has been folded double lengthwise, and the fold itself
forming the upper edge of the "girdle" is strengthened with stitches of fibre
thread. The two parts, which are tied together, are both red-painted along
the nether edge but have for the rest different ornamentation. Only the
front si<les are ornamented. One section shows a rectangular field delimited
by dark imprinted stripes. Inside are 12 vertical zigzag stripes imprinted,
alternatively red and yellow-painted with dark outlines. The other half
has no centre field but shows instead a gently curving stripe, half yellow
and half red with dark outlines, in the lengthwise direct.ion of the "girdle".
Bottom yellow.
Length 35 cm., width in centre 5 cm., at ends 3.5cm.
A very similar pair of "girdles", although with different patt.erns, are found
in the Spix-Martius Collection at Munich and are reproduced by Hoerschelmann. p. 8-1, Fig. 15:a and attributed to Miranha. Miranha, according
to IISAI III, p. 750, are ident.ical with Bora.
R. M. 1240 - Tecuna.
233 . N ecklace oj Glass Beads - 41 fibre strings (73.5 cm. long) with
threaded-on beads are fastened at either end between two flat and narrow
16-cm. long bamboo staffs which are tightly wound "'ith a cotton string.
The beads are white, red and blue, also in the case of some occasional
specimen turning greenish. They are threaded so RS to form a chessboard pattern with rectangular squares, red-and-\vhite in the centre and
blue-and-white on the sides. Approximately 20 cm. from tbe ends the bead
strings are held together by two t,ransverse fibre strings.
See Whiffen, pl. XV-Okaina. These, according to HSAI III, p. 750, belong
to a dialect group of Uitoto.

Rio

UAUPÉS

234. Balls. - Fourteen balls of fine-spun cotton yarn, 13 white and one
black.
See Wallace, p. 506.
R. M. 1264 - Balls of cotton yarn from the Tucunapeua women.
235. Box. - Containing parts of an ant's nest.
See Wallace, p. 506 - "Tinderboxes of bamboo, carved, and filled \Vith tinder
from an ant's nest." - See also Koch-Grünberg, Zwei Jahre ... I, p. 337.
R. M. 998 - "A piece of Taracuá: subterranean nest of a species of ant"
- "used by the Indiana as tinder".

'
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SPECIMENS OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN
F'EATH.E R ÜRNAl\>fENTS

236. Feather Cape. - The feathers are fitted on a rectangular net of thick
cotton yarn with four fairly long strings in the corners. The uppermost
srnaller f eathers, probably from parrot'3, are pink and green, the large arara.
tail feathers first. red, then gradually turning into blue.
Length of net 60 cm., width above 20 cm., below 42 cm.
Cf. HSAI Ill, p. 275 - Mundurucu. Our speciinen, however, seems to be
too cru<lely made to be attributed to the skillful Mundurucu. Still less.
would it stand comparison with the feather capes from the Tupinambas,
as for instance in Copenhagen.
R. M. 1304 - Arara.
237. Feather Ornament (1 Pair). - Seve,n long arara tail feathers and twowhite feathers and a number of shorter greyish heron feathers are tied
together in the shape of a fan wíth a strip of fibre cloth wound around them ~
On the other specimen the light-coloured feathers have been destroyed.
Cf. possible Tucuna - HSAI III, pl. 65.
238. Feather 11iara. -The forehead band consists of a knitted net of fine fibre
string, about 43 by 3 cm. To its upper edge is tied a row of yellow 11·13
cm. long feathers stayed arrd fastened to each other with a cott.on string
-run through the feather stems, and also a row of short black tucan feathers.
On the nether edge of the forehead band there is a similar row of black
feathers which are turned downwards. In the centre of the band, between
th.e black rows, there runs a row of short red feathers. This is divided in
the centre with a cotton thread so that the feathers are made to lie flat,
half of them pointing upwards, the other half downwards, thus covering
the forehead band. To its ends are tied two cotton strings 20 respectively
35 cm. long. P1·opably this tiara has been stretched out over a stifier support.
239. Feather Ar·m Ornament (1 Pair). - '\Vith cotton yarn is tied a rosette of
feathers, the· Iong ones (arara, ha,vk and parrot) each separately but severa!
together of the small red ones. Cotton yarn ends, 30 or 35 cm. long, hang
unattached, evidently intended for tying the ornament to the arm.
Possibly attributable to Caraya - IISAI III, pl. 21.
240. Ditto (1 Pair). - Of smaller size and simpler than preceding.
Both of these specimens are in poor condition and moth-eaten.
241. Arm Ornrunent. - Three layers of feathers of different lengths are tied
to a distance of 8 çtn. on a multi-strand thick cotton string. A fine cotton
thread runs around and between the feathers, tying them to each other.
Possibly Tucuna - see Bates, p. 382.
242. Arm Ornam,ent. -- Consisting of three or four layers of feathers to a .
width of 7 crn. on a twinned cotton cord. The feathers are fastened to each
other on the one hand by a cotton thread run right through them, on the
other by a transverse feather stem to which they are tied. ln order further
to strengthen the ornament the joints at the cotton cords are heavily coated
with black resin.
Possibly also Tucuna, see preceding.

N JJCKI...A.CBS
243. 1Vecklace. - Of monkey teeth and small black seeds. The necklace is
12-tiered and held together above by a cotton string wound around it
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severa! times. The black seeds and the teeth are also threaded on cotton
string. There is ordinarily one monkey tooth to three black seeds.
Length about 125 cm.
244. Ditto. - With proportionately more monkey teeth than preceding and
8-tiered. Tied around above with cotton string and also untwinned cotton.
Length about 120 cm.
245 . D itto. - Of small black seeds only. Among these are found also ten
carelessly ground black glass beads ( ?). The necklace is threaded on fibre
string.
Length 234 cm.
246. Ditto. -

Without black beads and very damaged.

247. Ditto. - Of teeth and white glass beads. Sixty-five holed teeth are
threaded on a fibre string alternat ively with a glass bead. Above in the
neck, however, no teeth are found for a distance of 15 beads.
Length about 58 cm.
Possib1y Boro - see Whiffen, pi. 33.
R. M. 1241 - Tecúna.
248. Ditto. - Of bone bits and wood or bone slices. On a fine cotton string
are threaded small short (about O.7 cm. ) hollow bits of bone, small rings
of bone with clearly apparent dents - probably fish vertebrae - and finally
small thin discs of wood or bo.ne with a drilled hole in the centre. These
three different elements occur in no regular order.
Length 131 cm.
249. Ditto. - Of small, thin, dark-brown circular discs of wood or bone. Their
dia.meter is about 0.25 cm., thickness 0.07 cm. They are so closely threaded
on a fine fibre string that this string is sc:l.rcely visible.
Length 96 cm.
250. Ditto. - Discs slightly thicker, about 0.1 cm.
L ength 118 cm.
251. Ditto. - Length about 410 cm.
252. Ditto. - Of dark red seeds, 3-tiered, threaded on cotton string.
Length about 115 cn1.
R. M. 1076 - Lower Yutay - Ticuna.
253. - Ditto. - Of black and red seeds, 4-tiered with the tiers tied together
with cotton thread so that the red seeds always come close to each other.
Right across the necklace are ruu three cotton strings holding on the one
hand a bunch of feathers now entirely eaten up by moths and a couple of
bird skin pieces with feather remains, on t.he other numerous bits of some
sort of bark, possibly of a fragrant speci.es.
J_,ength about 115 cm.
254. Neckla.ce or Armlet. - Of small monkey teeth thread on a cotton thread.
Length about 33 cm.
ÁRMLETS

255 . Armlet (1 Pair). - Through the edge of a narrow fine-woven cotton
band are run on the outer side 46 short strings having at both ends a little
seed pod out of t he opening of which below one or two feathers have been
hanging. These are now entirely destroyed. These armlets have presumably
been used at dances.
Length 20 cm., width 6 cm.
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256. Bang'le. - Small oval-shaped ring cut out of the tail armour of an armadillo.
Diameter 6 and 4.8 cm.
This sort of bangles are not overly ra.re. Some similar ones are illustrated
in N ordenskiõld, "F'orskningar", p. 380, Fig. 159.
BELTS

257. Dance Belt. - On a simple thick cord of multi-doubled cotton yarn
hang 51 mussel shells. They are fastened with a lengthy cotton string.
This makes first a running eyelet around the cord, then runs in turns through
a black seed, next a hollow bit of bone, then again a black seed and finally
through a hole drilled through the thickest part of one of the mussel shells.
Then the string runs back the sarne route, makes a new eyelet around the
cord and continues through new seeds, bone bits. and mussel shells. The
four outermost strings are somewhat shorter since bone bits are lacking
here.
I.ength of belt 65 cm., strings about 6 cm., the string ends jutting out 21 respe.c tively 15 cm.
2.58. Dance Belt. - Plaited belt of thiek brown cotton yarn. From its nether
edge hang in paírs short twinned cotton cords holding 134 clock-shaped
fruits shells, probably gourd. A number of shells are missing. On the obverse
side the belt shows visible signs of having been in use.
Belt 75 by 2.5 cm., cords about 8 cm., the strings jutting out are plaited
together into a sim.pie thick plait of a length of lS cm.
R. M. 1084 - Caraya.
ÜTHER ÜRNAMENTS

259. Ornamental Band. - Woven of cotton yarn. At both ends the woven
band turns into a plaited rope subsequently splitting up into six plaited
strings which in their turn, a..fter a decorative knot, loosen into simple lengthy
yarn ends. The whole of this decorative object seems to have been coa.ted
with some sort of dark paint, or possíbly resined. It shows patent signs
of having been in use.
Band 31by2 cm., ropes 5 cm., strings 11.5 and 12 cm., yarn ends about 31 cm.
R. M. 1270 - Caraya.
260. Dance Ornam-ent. - Co:nsisting of four approximately 9.5 cm. long pearl
strings hanging f:com a fibre-string eyelet and ending in four black cut-out
conical fruit shells in each of w@.ch is fastened a bunch -0i multi-coloured
parrot feathers.
R. M. 1230 - Tecuna, subsequently corrected to Tucano.
BAGS

261. Fibre String Bag. - Square, of fine string; plaited in a manner common
in the Chaco. The bag is ado.r ned with fi:ve painted transverse stripes,
the two outermost all-black, those next f ollowing in a sort of chequered
pattern with blacK: edgE.ts, tlie one in the centre consisting of two parallel
black stripes only. On either side of the bag's opening is fastened the woven
carry sling which, however, is not· woven for a length of 5 cm. nearest to
the bag but consists of warp threads only.
Height of bag 17 cm., width above 17 cm., below 26.5 cm., carry sling 80
by 2.3 cm.
R. M. 1256 - Tecuna ( ?).
262. Fibre String Bag. - With carry sling of the sarne piece and of the sarne
finish. The two lower corners are decorated each with a simple knot of
strings. The opening of the bag is of irregular shape.
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Height with carry sJing 55 cm., width below 18 cm.
R. M. 1013 - Ticuna - "for keeping the utensils used when taking Patica
snuff".
263. Ditto. - Cruder than preceding. On either side of the asy1nmetrical
opening the bag is of different height. As carry sling serve four simple
unplaited strings tied together to form an ordinary knot.
Height to the opening 35 cm. on one side, on the other 68 cm., widt h below
37 cm., carry strings 45 cm.
R. 1\1. 1260 - Caraya.
264. Bag. - Bag made of an armadillo dorsal shell. The shell is held together
by a fibre string rove through eight drilled holes and also serving as carry
sling.
Cf. Nordenskiõld, Forskningar ...
CLUBS

265. HeamJ Dark Wooden Club or "Sword". - Fairly flat, double-edged and
shaped like a lengthy blade with not too sharp point. Handle not 1narked
off.
Iiength 32 cm., greatest width 7.8 cm.
266. Ditto. - Length 108.5 cm., greatest width 7 cm.
R. M. 1160 - "common \veapon on the Rio Branco".
A club suggesting ours in shape is illustrated in Whiffen, pl. XXX:8, and
attributed to Bora. "The Indian Sword is made of red wood and hlack
iron-\vood, and is from thirty to thirty-six inches long, polished quite plainly"
(p. 116). Our "swords" are longer, well sheened and polished. The 1'upi
clubs as a rule do not seem to have had distinct edges albeit on t he other
hand plainly evident. heads.
LANCES

267. Lance. - Of wood with point of a sharpened piece of jaguar hone. Below
the point the lance is covered by tied-on small red feathers. The f eather
covering ends in a ring of pasted-on down or cotton. From the lance hangs
also a bunch of motley feathers fastened on fibre strings adorned wit h
red and black fluorspar beads and split seed pods. I t is uncertain whether
this feather bunch originally belonged to the lance since it suggests having
been put on it temporarily. The rear end of the lance is cut off abruptly.
Length 231 cm., bone point 18 cm., feather covering 43 cm. This lance sho\'VS
similarities to the Caraya lances.
ARROWS

268 . Arrow with Bamboo Head. - The bamboo head, blade-shaped and alrnost
flat, is painted black on its inner side. A pointed wooden foreshaft supporting the bamboo head and fastened to it with fine cotton thread wound in
a pattern is stuck into the arrow shaft and fastened there with bark fibre
strips. Around t.he shaft is wound additionally a separate bark fibre strip
evidently as <lecoration only. The steer quilis are of the "arched feathering"
type, tied short above but below very car~fully \Vith fine sometilnes dyed
cotton thread. Two small pretty feathers are stuck into the winding below.
Length 189 cm., bamboo head 29 cm.
269. Ditto. - Bamboo head semi-circular in cross section.
J_,ength 190 cm., bamboo head 26 cm.
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270 . Düto. - With very indistinct remains of painting in a pattern on the
inner side of the flat bamboo head.
Length 184 cm., bamboo head 29 cm.
271 . Ditto. - Length 186 cm., bamboo head 29 cm.
272 . I>itto. - Bamboo head painted black on its inner side.
Length 177 cm., bamboo head 33 crn.
273. Ditto. - Length 168 cm., bamboo head 32 cm.
274. D'itto. - No painting on bamboo head, no extra decorative bark fibre
winding.
I,ength 175 cm., bamboo head 24 cm.
275. Ditto. -

.L ength 156 cm., bamboo head 32 cm.

276 . DZ:tto. - A short piece of the supporting wooden foreshaft is visible.
Length 161 cm., bamboo head 35 cm.
277 . Ditto. - The cotton ~rinding fastening t he bamboo head to the wooden
foreshaft is very carelessly finished. Quite a lot of resin has been used.
The decorative bark fibre "\\inding on the shaft recurs.
Length 185 cm., bamboo head 32.5 cm.
278. Ditto. - The visible part of the supporting wooden foreshaft is painted
red as is a.Isa t he inner side of the flat bamboo head.
Length 178 cm., bamboo head 25 cm.
279. Diu.o. - Bamboo head painted red on bot h sides and carelessly fastened
to the wooden foreshaft which, besides the red painting, is also decorated
with a painted black stripe running in a spiral.
Length 182 cm., wooden stick l 1 cm., bamboo hetid 9 cm.
280. Arrow with Scantily Pointed Wooden H ead. - \iVooden head stuck into
the arrow shaft and there strengthened with tightly wound cotton thread .
.Front half of wooden head as 'vell as thread winding painted black. Steer
quills show "arched feathering" type, somewhat sparingly tied around
above but very carefully below. Two small stuck-in feathers adorn the
outermost shaft end.
Length 207.5 cm., wooden head 35.5 cm.
281. Ditto. -

Length 207.5 cm., wooden head 35.5 cm.
282. Ditto. - Scantily pointed wooden head stuck into a1Tow shaft and
fastened to it by bark fibre \Vinding.
Length 185 cm., wooden head 37 cm.
283. I>itto. - Length 168 cm., wooden head 44 cm.
284. Ditto. - Length 168 cm., wooden head 34 cm.
285. Ditto. 286 . Ditto. 287. Ditto. -

288. Ditto. -

Length 168 cm., '\vooden head 43 cm.
I..ength 167 cm., wooden head 43 cm.
I..ength 168 cm., wooden head 43 cm.
Length 180 cm., wooden head 40 cm.

289. Dittn. - Wooden head painted red and fairly pointed.
Length 174 cm., wooden head 29 cm.
290. Arrow with Wooden Head and Barb. - In the long reed shaft is stuck a
knotty wooden head provided on top with a tied-on barb also oí wood.
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The fastening is done with cotton thread and resined at the barb. It occurs
also at the joint between the wooden head and the shaft as well as at the
steer quills which are of the "arched feathering" type but not twisted.
The bow string notch is quite ·insignificant.
Length 185 cm., wooden head 53 cm.
291. Ditto. - Barb on wooden head not tied on to it but consista of a left-on
twig.
Length 190 cm., wooden head 57 cm.
292. Ditto. - Wooden head square in cross section with a tied-on wooden
barb.
Length 182 cm., wooden head 49 cm.
293. Ditto. - Length 188 cm., wooden head 55 cm.
294. Ditto. - Length 185 cm., wooden head 53 cm.
295. Ditto. - A bit of bone pointed at both ends ·i s tied on to the upper end
of the wooden head somewhat askew so that it forms both point and barb.
W ooden head circular in cross section and steer quills twisted nearly 90
degrees.
Length 165 cm., wooden head plus bone bit 42 cm.
296. Ditto. - Length 167 cm., wooden head plus bone bit '37 cm.
297. Ditto. - Bamboo shaft, steer quills insignificantly twisted.
Length 163 cm., wooden head plus bone bit 46 cm.
298. Ditto. - Wooden head without barba, only smooth and pointed. Reed
shaft.
Length 164 cm., wooden hea~ 48 cm.
299. Arrow with Wooden Head and Barb. - Shaft of bamboo with heavily
twisted steer quills.
Length 156.5 cm., wooden head 33.5 cm.
300. Ditto. - Reed shaft, wooden head very well pointed, dark and having
remainR of red-brown paint thickly put on.
JJ0ngth 175 cm., wooden head 41 cm.
301. Ditto. - Just below the pointed head a spiral-shaped cotton thread
winding with remains of black paint.
Length 164 cm., \vooden head 29 cm.
302. Ditto. - Wooden head very rough and knotty, reed shaft.
Length 162 cm., wooden head 41.5 cm.
303. Ditto. - Wooden head has a bamboo knife tied on with cotton thread.
Reed shaft.
Length 163.5 cm., wooden head 7 cm., bamboo knife 20.5 cm.
304 . Arrow with Bamboo Head. - Bamboo head painted red on inner side and
with pattern-wound cotton thread tied to a 1vooden pin stuck into the
arrow shaft. Shaft strengthened with two bark fibre \Vindings. Arched
feathering with twisted steer quills. Upper half of shaft between the quills
coated with black resin, the lower part decorated with two black lengthwise
stripes. The quills are tied on with simply wound cotton thread.
Length 179.5 cm., wooden pin 1.5 cm., bamboo head 23.5 cm.
305. Ditto. - Both steer quills dropped off.
IJength 178 cm., wooden pin 0.5 cm., bamboo head 30 cm.
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306. Arrow · with Wooden Head and Bone Bit Tied-On Askew.
Bamboo
shaft. Bone bit fastened Vv·ith resin-coated fibre string, one-half of it broken
off. Wooden head stuck into shaft, the joint strengtbened with a bark
fibre st.rip wound around it. ..\rched feathering with twisted steer quills
fastened above by a broadly wound bark fibre strip, below by a slightly
patterned cotton thr.ead winding.
Length 167.5 cm., wooden head plus bo:ne bit 51 cm.
307. Ditto. - Outer part of the bone bit broken off. Front part of wooden
head, about 20 cm., painted black. ..t\.pproximately in t.he middle of the
shaft the reed is cracked and strengtliened with and extra hark fibre winding.
Lengt,h 61.5 cm., wooden head 40 cm.
308. · Ditto. - · Ordinary smooth pointed \Vooden head.
Length ·137 cm., wooden head 31.5 cm.
309. Ar?:ow with Bamboo 8haft, "fVooden Pin Stuck Into It, Bamboo Head. The three parts fastened to each other with cotton thread windings. Steer
quills of the "Xingu se\ved featbering" type.
Length 167 em., wooden pin 3 cm., bamboo head 31 cm.
310. Ditto. - Smooth pointed wooden head.
Length 163 cm., wooden head 30 cm.
311. -

Ditto. -

Length 153.5 cm., wooden head 31 cm.

312. Bamboo A,rrow with Wooden Head, Bone Bit Tied-on Askew Forming
Both Point and Barb. - Bone bit fastened with fibre string winding and
resin. \Vooden head stuck into shaft and held in place by fibre thread
winding. Steer quills of "cemented feathering" type, shaft end coated
with red-bro•vn resin.
Length 205 cm., wooden head plus bone bit 41.5 .em.
313. Ditto. - Front part of bone bit broken off.
Length 206.5 cm., wooden head 36 cm.
314. Bamboo Arrow ivith Wooden Head and Tied-on Flat Bone Bit. - Out of
the wooden piece forming the head are whit tled four short barbs on either
side. The bone bit is tiécl on '.\-11:ith fibre string and heavily resined. Approximately in the middle of the wooden piece there is a ring 0f small red feathers
fas tened with a pattern-wound cotton th11ead. The sarne exeeptionally
well-finished pattern winding recurs where the wooden head is stuck into
.the shaft. In addition, that !>art which rurrs around the shaft itself is resined
so that ít glistens and in its nether edge is stuck a ring of small red feathers.
Around nearly the entire 1ength of the wooden head run two cotton threads
crossing each other in a spiral. The steer quills are of the "cemented feathering" type. J ust in front of the bovv string notch there is a resined cotton
pattern winding holding a ring of small multi-coloured feathers.
Length 173 cm., wooden head plus bane bit 57 cm.
315. Ditto. - Iiength 178 em., wooden head plus bone bit 64 cm. The bone
bit, 13.5 cm. in.length, has the sarne appearance and is fastened in the sarne
manner as on a Maué arrow, according to H . .l\!Ieyer, pl. II:19.
316. Ditto. - Wooden head decorated with three small red featber rings.
Length 170 cm., wooden head 53 cm.
317. JJitto. - Wooden head has a double ring of black and yellow feathers.
Around upper part of shaft an additional smooth winding of fine cotton
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threa.d ending above and below in black and yellow feather rings. Black
stripes, six Yertical between six horizontal, are painted on the cotton winding.
Length 184 cm., wooden head 70 cm.
318. Ditto. -· Wooden head decorated with small red feathers. Eight centimeters of the shaft below the cotton winding at the head's joint is covered
by small blue and red fea.thers.
LengtlÍ 185 cm., wooden hea.d 69.5 cm.
319 . Ditto. - Wooden he&d smooth and simply pointed and with rema.ina
of black paint fart hest out. Nine centimeters of the sha.ft's upper part
below the wooden head covered by small red and yellow feathers.
Length 178 cm., wooden head 63 cm.
320 . A rrow. - Of reed with squarely cut off wooden he.ad stuck int-0 and
fastened ~'ith cotton thread to the sbaft. Rear end has no steer quills but
is wound in a pattern with cotton t hreacl holding a little stuck-in piece of
wood shaped like a clutch meant to strengthen the fragile reed shaft and
forming the bow string notch.
Length 205 cn1., wooden head 34 cm.
321 . Ditto. -

I~ngth 230

cm., wooden head 30 cm.

322 . Ditto. -- Wooden head has a notch in the f ront end evidentJy meant
for a bone point or somet hing similar, now however dropped off.
I ..ength 188 cm., wooden head 39 cm .
:323 . Ditto. - Lengt.h 194 cin., wooden head 23 cm .
.324. Bu.nch of Seven Poisoned A rr(rws. - Of reed with wooden head of the
sarne thickness fastened to the shaf t with cotton thread. The point is
forked and tied around with fine bark fibre strips and the short fine poisoned
point loosely stuck into the cleft. Steer quills of a special "arched feathering"
type, whereby t he feather point first has been t ied with cotton thread to
t he sh.aft end, then the feather folded back over the cotton winding and its
other end f astened farther up. The cotton winding is dyed black and white,
the bow string notch t rifling.
Length 118 cm., wooden head 17.5 cm., poisou point 9 cm.
To these arrows belongs a quiver consisting of seven 17-cm. reed pieces tied
together wit h fine strips of bark cloth and then coated with a thick layer
of resin or pitch.
Bows
,325. Bow. - Of heavy red wood with convex outer and slightly concave inner
side. I t is perfectly straight. At both ends a slight cut for tying the bow
string, that is missing.
Length 206 cm.
326. Ditto. - Of red wood, straight, semi-circular in cross section and with
cuts at both ends for tying the bow string. This is of twinned fibre string
and coated with red paint, simply tied \.vith one knot atone end of the bow
and a double eyelet at the other.
. I..ength 213 cm.
. 327. Ditto. - Bow string tied to one end, joined in t wo places with fairly
large knots and additionally t ied in an ordinary knot around it.self before
running in a double eyelet around t he other bow end. There it is then
immediat.ely wound in severa! turns around the how. The bowstring is
very loose.
:Length 232 cm.
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328. I>itto. - The bow string, fastened to both bow ends like preccding,
runs back a.long t.he bow about 23 cm., n1akes there two turns around it
and t hen continues a further 35 cm., '\ovhere it is wound back a couple of
t urns around itself and the bow.
J,ength 188 cn1.
329. Ditto. -·- Of light brown wood, almost circular in cross section at the
middle, some,vhat flatter towards the ends. It is sJightly bent:- Farthest
out the ends have cuts for the howstring which, however, is missing.
I..ength 196 cm.
330. Ditto. - Of dark brown wood, circular, in cross section and squarely
cut ends. It is slightly bent and lacks string.
I..ength 180 cm.
331. Bow. - Of dark brown wood, almost circular in cross section but with
a narrow flat surface along the inner side. The end of the bow where the
string is fastened w1th a knot has a plain point while the other, where the
string makes a double eyelet, shows a marked cut. String of t'\vinned fibres
runs f rom the double eyelet along one-half of the bow and is then wound
back around the sarne. It becomes thinner and ends with a small now motheaten feat her bunch adorned with small animal hoofs and blue glass beads.
The bow is very slightly bent.
IÀlngth 191 cm.
332. I>itto. - Bow string tied together with a large k not and ended wit h
f our small fibre thread t ufts.
Length 167 cm.
These two bows, with the exception of the flat inner side, show great similarities
with the Caraya bows.
Po1som:n

SPEARS

338. Bund,le of Seven Poisoned Spear.~ with Their Protect1'.ve Cover. - The
spears are circular in cross section, of dark brown wood and slowly tapering
to,vards the rear end. ln the front end a narrower ledge shaped like a cleft.
Thc t hin point, coated with poison, is stuck into the cleft a nd wound about
with fibre string and bark fibre strips. The spears are stuck into t.he cover
as far as t he ledge. The cover consists of seven reed or bamboo pieces
fastened together with resin and fitted into a heavy bamboo tube strengthened
at. the opening with a cotton thread winding.
I,ength of spears 183 cm., head 9 cm., cover 19 cm., its diameter about 5 cm.
334. Ditto. 335. Ditto. -

Length 18.5 cm., head 8 cm., cover 16.5 cm.
Length 176 cm., head 10 cm., cover 16 cm.

336. Ditto. - Length 165 cm., hcad 6.5 cm., cover 14.5 cm.
337 . Ditto. - Protective cover strengthened with a broad strip of ligbtcoloured bark fibre clot h tied around it.
Length 186 cm., head 8 cm., cover 19 cm.
338. D'z'tto. - The spears number five. The narro\v bark fibre strips holding
the loose poison-coated point to the shaft are dyed in bright red colour.
Protective cover in poor condition.
Length 179 cm., head 8 cm., cover 17.5 cm.
.339. D itto. - Poiut.s of the spears, numbering sevcn, are fastened "'ith fibre
thread and bark fibre strips. On one of them the bark fibre strip is dyed
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yellow. For the purpose of decoration the multi-stra.nd cotton thread reinforcin~ the protective cover is slightly twinned and tied in a. la.rge knot.
Length 173 cm., head 8.5 cm., cover 16.5 cm.
340. Ditto. - The spears numbering seven are of light-coloured wood and
fastcned wit.h fibre string solely. The cotton winding around the protective
cover is not placed at the opening but in the centre of the cover and boleis
also fragments of pitch-coated or resined bark fibre cloth with pasted-on
feathers.
Length 177 cm., head 8 cm., cover 1.5 cm.
341. Ditto. - The protective cover consists of a heavy bamboo tube of which
about one-quarter has disappeared. I ts opening consists of a thick border
of black pitch. As reinforcement there are tied fibre string with loosely
hanging ends of which a couple in a bunch by itself are wound around with
a separa.te string forming as it were a heavy rope by way of decoration.
Length 189 cm., head 8.5 cm., cover 15 cm.
342. Ditto. - Spears of almost black wood and made in one piece, that is
to say, their outermost fine poison-coated point not stuck in but cut.
out of the sarne piece as the shaft. One of the original seven spears missing.
Protective barnboo cover wholly covered by a. bark fibre strip wound around
it and adorned with a white cotton c]oth strip fastened with a couple of
stitches, its loose-hauging ends cut to fringes.
Length 142 cm., cover lt1.5 cm.
343. Ditto. ·- Seven spears of light-coloured \vood with stuck-in poisoncoated points fastened \vith fibre string. Cover missing.
Length 160 cm., point 10 cm.
344. Ditto. - Of dark wood and minus cover. The poisoned point of one of
the.se seven spears is encircled by a bamboo case deriving from the missing
cover, on another the point has dropped off.
Lengt,h 182 cm., point 9.5 cm.
345. Ditto. - Four similar sturdy spears of light-coloured wood of which
two lack poison points and one has its rear end broken off. The two
i·emaining poison points unusually lengthy, square in cross section while
lacking any noticeable poison coating. Origina.Jly these spea.rs probably
numbered five but as early as in the R. M. catalogue they are listed as a.
bunch of four.
Length 208 cm., point 16 cm.
346. Ditto. - Single spear of dark \Vood minus poison point a.nd broken-off'
rear end. Listed as single in the R. M. catalogue.
Length about 138 cm.
347. Odd ProtecUve Cover for Five Poison Spears. - Five bamboo cases are
grouped around a sturdy wooden pin in the centre, tied around above witli
fibre string and fastened to each other with black pitch. On the outside
the cover is laid with seven narrow upwards pointed flat bamboo pieces
held there not only by the pitch hut also by two lenghty bark fibre strips
tied around it.
Length of cover 28 cm., of bamboo "'pieces 31 cm.
348. Ditto. - Bamboo cases not arranged in a circle but in two rows of three
respectively two and wholly e1nbedded in a very thick layer of pitch forming
the entire somewhat irregular cover and having considerable weight.
Length 26.5 cm.
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Bww-GuNs
349. Blow-Gun. - Consisting of two somewhat tapering halves of heavy
dark wood put together and covered by a glistening black bark o.r batk fibre
strip tied around it tightly in a spiral. The mouthpiece is conical of shape
and 'of wood, fastened with black wax :or pitch and for a large part covered
by the bark fibre winding. No sight.
Length 262 ctn., mouthpiece diameter 6 cm., of blow-gun 4.5-2 cm.
350. Dítto. - I.Jength 201 cm., diameter of mouthpiece 5 cm., of blow-gun
3-1.8 cm.
Possibly from Bora, Okaina, Andoke, both according to Tessmann, pp. 331,
550 and cartography 15, and according to Whiffen, p. 108 and pl. 28. Cf.
also- HSAI III, pl. 59 - Zaparo, according to Osculati. See also I-ISAI
V, p. 251.
351. Ditto. - Two halves of \Vood put together and tied around with a spiral
of bark fibre strip which, ho\vever, is neither as broad nor as shiny as preceding. Mouthpiece of wood, some\vhat hour-glass-shaped and all of it
visible. No sight.
Length 273 cm., diameter of blow-gun 4.5 - 2.3 cm., length of mouthpiece
14.5 cm., its diameter 5.7 and 4.1 cm.
Similar illustrated in Ratzel I, p. 499, but with bead.
352. Quiver for Bl01.1J-Gun Poison -4rrows. - Quiver of basketry, slightly
conical of shape, with square bottom anda heavier edge around the circular
opening. Small feather tufts fastened in the four bottom corners. Similar
tufts uumbering seven have been tied to the twinned fibre string tied
around the quiver below the opening and forming a long sling (116 cm.)
for carrying the quiver. This is filled with palm leaves cut into strips betwecn
which the poison arrows are stuck in. The quiver holds ten poison-coated
arrows as well as three with no poison. Two have their rear ends wound
with silk cotton. Any separate container for this does not seem to
belong to the quiver.
Height 25.5 cm., bottom 6.5 by 6.5 cm., diameter .e f opening 9.5 cm., length
of arro\VS 28-33 cm., diameter 0.2 cm.
FLUTES

353. Reed Flute. -The blowhole consists of two small square holes above
and below the reed joint at a spot 13.5 cm. from the flute's upper edge.
The boles have been partly covered by a flat bit of bamboo, now dropped
off, once fastened there with black resin. On the lower part of the flute
there are three more square holes at distances.of 22, 17 and 12.5 cm. from
the lower edge. This is diagonally cut off on the front side.
Length 74 cm., diameter 3cm.
R. M. 1314 - Four taboca reed flutes "together form an Indian orchestra".
354. Ditto. - I,ength 73 cm., diameter 2.7 cm.
Reproduced in Izikowitz, Fig. 207:d.
355. Ditto. - Circular instead of square boles. The diag0nal cut-off at the
flute's nether end is on the rear side instead of front.
Length 84 cm., diameter 3 cm.
356. Ditto. - The flute having circular holes is closed below óy another reed
joint. Just above this there is a 7-cm. Y-shaped opening cut out. This
flute retains the bamboo bit covering the blow holes. I t is fastened with
resin and a cotton thread winding.
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Length 72 cm., diameter 3.3 cm .
.Reproduced in Izikowitz, Fig. 207:a-c.
Izikowitz describes and deals with these four flutes on pp. 344-345. Their
derivation from the Upper ·Xingu is excluded. "Possibly the flute derive
from some nearby territory, perhaps farther up the Amazon River ... "
1"fANIOCA PRESSES

357. "Tipiti" M anioca Press. - Wicker of narrow strips of the Uaruma
plant (Koch-Grünberg II, p. 205). I:Iose plaited diagonally and therefore
tending to be narrower when stretched. Upper end forming a fairly large
eyelet of the \vicker itself while the eyelet in the lower end is plaited
separat.ely and more simply, strengthened with fibre string s.nd tied to the
man1oca press.
I-ength 196 cm., diameter about 7.5 cm.
358. Ditto. - Smaller, but considerably better finished than preceding.
Length 115 cm., diameter 4 cm.
These manioca presses occur over extensive parts of northern South America.
Cf. Métl'aux, La civilisation. . . map on pp. 114-115.
ÜAR

359. Oar or Paddle. - Blade almost circular. It is particularly well finished
and painted. Handle painted black and carved. Blade similarly painted
black as far as in on the shaft \Vhile additionally decorated with painted
floral s!ings in yellow, grey and white. Patterns different- on both sides.
Length 99 cm., biade 36 cm.
R. M. 987 - "bestowed by the Indians in Para as peace token". This shape
of oar biade seems to occur on the Amazon itself, see Whiffen, pl. XXX:5,
as well as higher up as far as Huallaga, see Uhle, p. 26:6. However, these
specimens are not ornamented. The ornaments on our specimen possibly
indicate se1ni-civilization.
SEMI-CIVILIZATION

360. Box. - Square 'vith lid, inner and outer sides covered by patterned
wicker of bark fibre and palm leaf strips. The outside has a black pattern
on white, yellow and brown bottom while inner sides and bottom side are
light-coloured. A.11 edges are decorated and strengthened by double and
quadruple st.icks tied around with bark fibre. The lid is coQvex and held
fast by t\VO p1aited rotang bands serving as hinges, and on the inside by
two plaited bark fibre hands.
J,ength 25 cm., width 15 cm., height without lid 11 cm., with lid 14.5 cm.
According to Dr. Silva Castro - from Vila Franca on the Amazon.
361. Ditto. - Much larger than preceding. The inside shows colourless white
pattern. The lid has been tied to the rear side in two spots with simple
fibre strings. On the front side two plaited eyelets, one on the box and one
on the lid, by way of lock arrangement.
J.Jength 56 cm., width 31 c.m., height w1thout lid 21 cm., with lid 27.5 cm.
362. Tray. - Quadrangular tray with up,vards slanting edges and wicker
in a pattern some\vhat deviating from preceding. ln poor condit1on.
Tray bottom 61 by 32.5 cm., width of edges 6 cm.
363. Cap. - Of plaited stiff palm leaf strips. On the outside the cap has been
covered by small 1nulti-coloured feathers. These have been pasted to the
cap with small lumps of resin that were further fastened with fibre thread.
1'he cap has the shape of a cut-off cone.
Diameter below about 21 cm., height about 13 cm.
ln Oslo Museum (0.M.1116) there is a similar cap lined with red cotton
cloth, plainly influenced by c1vilization. However, see also ()sculati, pl.
XII:2 - Encabellados.

"...
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"carried by the Indians' medicine men and \vitrh doctors,

364. Two 11winned Ropes. - Of yellow fibre, in both ends decorated with
red, black and white feathers and ending in a tuft. Probably intended for
hammocks.
Length 500 cm.

365. 'l. 1hree Small 8ojt Cautchouc Bottles. bottom ornamentation. Wooden corks.

Two of them have an engraved

Respective height about 11.8 and 6.5 cm.
366. Hard Cautchouc Alligator Figure. - Length about 46 cm.
367. 15 Gourd Bowls. - Outside and inside lacquered black. 'fen have a
fairly narrow opening, four are of semi-globe shape \vhile one has a handle
in addition.
368. Nine Gourd Bowls. - With flowers, leaves and birds painted inside
on a black bottom. ()uter sides lacquered black or light brown.
369. Oval Gourd Bo'wl. - Outside gold-plated and painted with picutres of
peoples, animals and flowers and \Vith the inscription "A. Jose Maria Rojas
- Ramon .-i\ruca". A light blue silk band runs through the edge of the
bowl,. presumably for hang4ig on the wall.
370. 'l. urned Wooden Mu.g. - Pa'i nted black and gold and with horn handle.
1

371. Four T11,rned Wooden Goblets. - Adoxned \vith small pasted-o.n gold
leaves and painted. See 1\1artius, Beitrage ... I, p . 716: "Von Maynas
kommen nach den brasilianischen Grenzlãndern, zugleich mit ,d en peruanischen Strohhüten ... auch aus Holz geschnittene oder gedrechselte Becher,
gleich den Cuias bemalt und mit Goldblãttchen belegt. .D iese Industrie
soll ein deqtscher Jesuit, P. Hundertpfund bei den spanischen Omaguas
eingeführt. haben und sie fand in Tabatinga und S. Paulo d'Olivenza
N acha.hmung."
372. Clay Bowl. - Octagonal rim, and painted and glazed inside.
See Martius, Beitriige ... I, p. 714: ''Auf die innere, selten die ãussere Oberflãche von Schüsseln, Waschbecken, Kan:pen, Pokalen u.s.w. \verden
n1ancherlei gerade und krumme bunte J,inien zu Schnõrkeln oder über
das ganze Gefãss zu einer abgeschlossenen Arabeske verbunden, dazwischen
Blumen und Thierfiguren n1it Sorgfalt und nicht ohne Farbensinn aufgetragen."
NoTE: "-.\.m vollkommensten haben die Indianer von Breves auf der Insel
Marajo und von Cameta am unte.rn Tapajoz, "\VO sehr feine 'l'hone vorko1nmen,
diese hunte Keramik ausgebildet.."

373. Tree B1:rd-shaped Clay Vessels. -

Outside painted and glazed.

374 . Arroodillo. - Figurine of fired clay, painted and glazed .
.375. Cup and saucer - Of fired elay, painted and glazed.
376. Two small oval saucers -

377. Ditto -

With foot, similar to preceding.
With perforated Jid.

378. Square plate -

With rounded corners, sarne as preceding.
379. SmaU circular rod - Of yellow re.Rin, broken in three parts.
J.;ength 13.5 cm., diameter 0.8 cm.
380. Two glass jars - Containing hair tufts from Indians.
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